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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Purpose of the Study , The pLirpose of this study is two-
fold: (1) to determine the needs of junior high school boys
which have implication for the physical education teacher,
and (2) to suggest procedures that a ph3^sical education teacher
may follow in determining the needs of junior high school boys.
Justification . During the oast decade the needs appi’oach
to understanding and helping children has been a gracing trend
in education. Despite the fact that much has been v/ritten
about needs of children in educational literatLire, the think-
ing of a person who is reading about needs is likely to be
miore confused than clarified. This confusion is the result
of the different usages of the needs concept in educational
literature, and as yet there is not complete agreement as to
the needs of children. Therefore, there is a need for sum-
maries or reports concerning the needs of children and the
use of the needs approach in the different fields of education.
Understanding children is a pre-requisite to effective
teaching; therefore, the junior high school physical education
teacher should be interested in using effective methods to
understand children. Thus, a report concerning the needs of
junior high school boys and the needs approach that may be
used to understand and help them is of practical value.
Scope and Procedure. This study is concerned with the
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needs of pre-adolescent, and adolescent junior high school
boys v/hich have implication for the junior high school teacher.
From a reviev; of literature and research that is oertinent to
the stud}^, the material that has the most significance for the
physical education teacher vjill be used.
Limitations of the Study . The needs of junior high school
boys that are mentioned in this study can only serve as a gen-
eral guide to understanding and helping children, because needs
of individuals must be determined in their environmental set-
^ting. As a result of this fact, it is necessary to suggest
procedures that may help a junior high school physical educa-
tion teacher to determine needs of pupils taking into consider-
ation their environment.
Possible use of the Study . This study could be of use
to a physical education teacher in helping him to make a study
of the needs of the children in his school. The overviev/ of
literatuu’e, illustrations of techniques that can be used to
determine needs, and explanations of different concepts of
needs could be of value in that they may guide and shorten
one’s research or stud37’o
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CHAPTER II
REVIEV/ OF LITERATURE AND RESEARCH
The Needs Concept as a Growing: Trend in Education . The
traditional school was organized largely for those children
possessing interest, ability, and the desire to attend* Pro-
gressive tightening up of the compulsory attendance laws suc-
ceeded in bringing practically all the children of all the
people into school during the first quarter of this century*
Into this school, organised for the small number of select
students, came large numbers of children who did not v^ant to
attend and had little interest in or ability for the curric-
ulum as then organized. In addition came the lame, the tuber-
cular, the delinquent, and the m.entally deficient* For the
first time in the history of civilization a school system was
called upon to educate all, not merely the able and willing*
As a result the school v/as entirely ignorant of the needs of
the nev; children, and besides had nothing to offer if it
had knoT'/n their needs. The traditional formal curriculum was
set before the new group. As a result for a long period
school V7as an unhappy place with early elimination for large
nuanbers*
The relationship of this to bad citizenship, to delin-
quency, and to many lesser ills in social life was eventually
recognized. Since then the United States has been engaged in
rem.aking curriculums to serve new groups and new needs. This
3
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movement tov/ard designing the curriculum on the basis of the
needs of children is rapidly gaining momentum. So promising
does this approach appear to be that Douglass^ feels justified
in stating the following criterion: ”In selecting curriculum
materials and experiences attention should be focused upon the
needs of youth,’'
p
A report of the Educational Policies Commission gives
further evidence of this growing trend in education. In dis-
cussing tradition and other impediments to educational advance-
ment the following statement foLind in the report is signifi-
cant; "They will be largely swept aimy by a vigorous movement
to shape education to the needs of all youth, v;hen once the
movement gains momentum.”^
Extensive efforts have been made during the past tv/enty
3^ears to obtain more precise information concerning the needs
of youth. The Progressive Education Association Studies'^ of
^H, R, Douglass, The High School Curriculum , The Ronald
Press Company, New YorlTJ 1'94Y ? p, 226,
^Educational Policies Commission, Education For All Amer-
ican Youth
,
National Education Association, 'Washington D. C,,
1944, 421 pp,
^Ibid,
, p, IB*
^V, T, Thayer, C, B, Eachry, and R. Kotinsky. Reorganiz -
ing Secondary Education , D. Appleton-Century Company, Nev;
York, 1945, 4o3 ppo
C, B, Zachr^’-, Emotion and Conduct in Adolescence , D,
Appleton-Century Company, 1940, 563 pp.
P, Bios, The Adolescent Personality
,
D, Applet on-Centur3'’
Company, 1941, 517 PP*

5Adolescence were authorized as a first sten in the association’s^
evaluation of the secondary-school curriculum, a commission hav-
ing been appointed to direct this undertaking. Emphasis V7as
placed on discovering the needs of bo3"s and girls betv;een
twelve and twenty as a basis for recommending changes in the
secondary-school curriculum. Studies of youth carried on dur-
ing the depression ^T-ears of the thirties by the American Youth
Cor.imission^ have been published in book form since 1937. Other
studies that have been carried on during the past two decades
v/ill be mentioned later in this report.
The fact that the needs concept may be of help in under-
standing and helping children should have implications for
the ph^/sical education teacher. Hovrever, the fact that there
are several uses of the term needs in educational practice
is likely to confuse the thinking of teachers who are search-
ing for information in regard to needs. Therefore, it is
necessar3./- to distinguish between and explain some of the com-
mon usages and meanings of the concept of needs as found in
the literature.
Different Concepts of Needs
It is only natural in the present stage of development
of the concept of needs that confusion should exist as to the
^D. L. I lari 63'’, Surveys of Youth; Finding the Facts , Amer-
ican Council on Education Studies, Series IV, American Council
on Education, September, 1937, 271 PP«

meaning of the needs concept. It is also natural that many
different schools of thought should develop particular con-
cepts of needs and insist that theirs is the only concept to
vj'hich the term may be applied. It is the purpose of the vn:’iter
to reviev^ some of these concepts more or less in the order of
their historical development, in the belief that all represent
t3''pes of needs which should be considered in educational plan-
ning, There will be two main headings: needs gro?n.ng out of
the demands of culture, and needs grovdng out of the demands
of the organism, with three types of needs under each of the
headings. In addition to the explanation of these needs, ex-
amples to identify the type and to show its relation to other
types v.dll be given.
Needs prov/inp: out of the demands of the culture. The
— — 1->
,i
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needs under this heading X'jill be grouped under the follovTing
subheadings: Life dema.nds. Broad objectives, and Lacks.
1. Life demands . The first t 3rpe of needs to attain na-
|
tional prominence might be called ”life demands.” This liras
the approach of Charters, Bobbit,~ and others. They tried
to find out vrhat youth needed to knovr in the light of their
probable future activities. We have to care for our bodies;
vre all have a certain amount of leisure time; we all have to
|j
maintain and develop our mental efficiency; vre all need to be
j
1’/. iW Charters, CurricLilurn Construction , The Macmillan
Company, Nevr York, 192TJ pp. T69“34‘';-*
^F. Bobbit, Curriculum Investigations , Chicago University
Press, Chicago, 1926, 204 pp.

7efficient citizens and so on. All of the corpjnon concerns and
activities impose dem.ands upon us or give us problems to solve.
In one sense, then we "need” to meet these demands and to solve
these problems, or unhappiness and m.aladjustmxent result. Such
needs are created by life itself as lived in our cultLire. This
type of needs vras analyzed by the technique of "activity anal-
ysis.” Bobbit- and others subdivided each of these areas of
common experience to the last minute detail. These analyses
had the disadvantage that they xvere concerned with the activ-
ities of adults rather than upon those of well-adjusted chil-
dren in various stages of development.
2. Broad objectives . The simplification of the first
approach to needs came about through the gradual formulation
of broad objectives v/hich might be called the second type of
needs. These are desirable patterns of belia.vior or personal
characteristics vjhich will enable pupils to meet a VTide range
of "life demands” and "life problems” intelligently. They
commonly include such objectives as the lollovang: clear think-
ing, knowledge, coimmon skills, social sensitivity, social
acceptability, work habits, emotional maturity, physical health
interest and purposes, appreciations, vocational orientation,
and practical competence. It should be noted that this list
is derived from an analysis of the kinds of behavior involved
in meeting successfully the problems and demands of living in
our society.
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83. Lacks . A third type of needs may be thought of as grow-;
1
ing out of the second, and ma3'- be called the remedial or correc-
|
bive type, or “lacks.” The discovery of such "lacks” and the
success of various types of treatment concerning them is facili-
bated by an evaluation program, directed tov^ard all the broad
objectives in the foregoing list.
The absence of certain goods and services which an indi-
vidual may need, may be thought of as “lacks.” Inadequate
health service, improper equipment, and inadequate facilities
serve as an example of needs of this type.
Needs growing out of the demands of the organism . The
needs under this heading vrill be grouped ujider the follov/ing
subheadings: Fundamental urges. Wants, and Goods and services.
1. Fundamental urges . As educators continued to search
for needs they began to be seriously concerned about needs
gromng out of the dema.nds of the organism, as distinguished
(for purposes of logical classification) from needs groto-ng
out of the demands of the culture. As the3/‘ began to study
“lacks” and vdiat to do about them, the^T- soon learned that all
sorts of biological urges, drives, tensions, and the like \iere
coming into conflict mth the demands of the culture, as some
of these demands were mistakenly represented in schools and
were resulting in widespread and serious maladjustment. Educa-
I tors thereupon set out to discover what this range of needs
might include. The mental hygienists have been pioneers in
this search, and the]/’ tend to restrict the meaning of the term

.:;9
”need” to this type of needs.
This type of needs might be called fundamental biological
urges and drives, or "fundamental urges" for short. Under this
!'heading would be included physiological and psychological needs.
The physiological needs are relatively well knovm, but educa-
II
tors are still a bit vague as to the ps^'chological needs. The
distinction betv/een physiological and psychological needs is
N
Jmade purel}?’ to keep both aspects in mind; there is no hard and
'fast distinction between body and mind.
For a suggestive list of needs of this type, see
Prescott’s^ classification in this report.
An important factor to consider in regard to an3r such
list of needs is the point of viev: from which they are dis-
covered. These needs are not discovered merely b^^ asking pupils
vjhat they need or vjant, for many such needs are so disguised
that few pupils v:ouJLd recognize that such needs were actually
controlling behavior. These needs have to be inferred from
observing behavior, asking always: "l/hy is he doing this? 1/hat
started it? 1/hat is he really looking for, as distinguished
from what he m.ay think he is looking for?" In many cases the
behavior is mistakenly directed, and will never really satisfy
the needs which initiated it. For this reason it is preferable
to think of needs of this type as the sources of human activit^^.
^D. A. Prescott, Emotion and the Educative Process , Amer-
ican Council on Education, 195^, pp. 110-124.
'
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This is clearer than regarding them as ends toward vjhich activ-
ity is directed, because it is so often directed toward ends
which have nothing to do with the needs v-iiich initiated it.
Since such needs are inferred from behavior, they are sub-
ject to various kinds of inferences. As 'et there is no sure
criteria to screen out all v;ild and foolish inferences as to
this type of needs. The only test that can be suggested is
|
whether such inferences vjork under controlled conditions. In
general this would involve observing similar 3/-oungsters in
similar circumstances, some of whom have certain needs sat-
isfied while others have not, to see what difference it makes
in their behavior. It v/ould be quite difficult to conduct such
observations with scientific orovision, ruling out all extra-
neous factors, but in a rou^gh way teachers coLild make such
observations in the course of dealing vjitli children.
2. V/ants . It should be clear that in regard to the needs
mentioned as "fundamental urges” that they vrere not concerned
about what children "wanted,” but of the underlying forces
V7hich led them to "want” certain things or to do certain things,
There is a type of need vjhich is derived from "wants" by a
simple "if-then” proposition: if he v/ants X, then he needs y.
If, for example, he v/ants to play badminton, then he needs cer-
tain equipment, an opportmiity to play on a court, etc.. Such
needs are not to be ignored, for vjithin very broad limits,
hviman beings are free to choose their interests and purposes.
If such interests and purposes do not conflict with other t^/pes
I.
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of needs, either of the individual concerned or of his social
"group, then it is entirely right and proner that education
j
should give him v/hatever he needs in order to carr^'' them out .
It should be clear that if a punil v/ants something it does
' not necessarily prove that he needs it. However, if his "vrant-'
is entirely justifiable, such as wanting to olay baseball, then !i
jj
he "needs” v/hatever will enable him to play. Hence it is not *1
li
the "v/ant” but anything vrhich is involved in satisfying desir-
' able "v/ants” that can be thovy^ht of as "needs" of this type.
3. Goods and services . This tvoe of need has to do v/ith
i
"needs" for the goods and services for v/hich society is organ-
ized to provide. For example, such necessities as food, cloth-
' ing, medical care, etc., illustrate this concept of needs
sufficiently.
In considering the needs under the different categories
just mentioned, one must keep in mind that an]/ ^ ven need ma^'’
be of two or more types at the same time. The categories can
not be exclusive; rather they are different ways of looking
for needs. It should also be noted that none of these t 3/pes,
not even "v/ants" involves follov/ing children’s v/himiS v/ithout
question.
In educational literature the term "need" may have several
different usages, as has been indicated in the foregoing cate-
gories of needs. Therefore the student of needs should at-
tempt to ascertain v/hat type of need or needs he is reading
about .
I.
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Definition of Terms
In reading about needs, one is likel^^ to come into con-
tact with several terms tha.t are commonly used in relation to
needs. As a result, it might be confusing to the reader unless
he understands the relation of these Viords as used in regard to
the concept of needs. It is therefore of practical value at
this point in the report to attempt to clarify the relation of
some of the terms that are used in connection v;ith the needs
concept. Some of the terms are: drives, urges, v/ants, de-
sires, interests, purposes, felt needs, and student needs.
Drives and urges . According to the commonly accented
definition of needs in regard to the biological nature of the
individual, they are drives, tensions, urges in the individual
that determine action; therefore, for practical purposes they
can be used synonomousl3i^ . For example, sex need, sex drive,
and sex urge mean or impl3?- the same thing. Another example
such as the need for activit3'“, drive for activit3^, and urge
for activity gives further evidence that the terms drive, urge
and need can be used synonomously when the biological nature
of the individual is considered.
Pur-^ose . The term purpose implies an aim to be attained.
Purposes ma3^, in a sense, be thought of as needs, since pur-
poses arise out of the conscious needs which the individual is
tr3'’ing to satisfy. Therefore, if the term puruose is to be

used synonomously v;ith need, it should be used only \rith. needs
that the individual is conscious of and is trying to satisfy.
13
Interest and an interest . In considering interest and
an interest, the forraer means a Vv-ay of reacting to a certain
situation, the latter means an area to which a child reacts
\'/ith interest over a period of time vrith consistency. Accord-
ing to Lee,^ ”The basic needs and the more specific needs de-
rived from fulfilling of these basic ones supply a foundation
for interest.” Hov.'ever, one must consider other factors such
as aptitudes, attitudes, past experiences, and opportunities-
that affect interest and the interests of individuals vrhen dis-
cussing needs. Pressey^ states that;
Interests are held to drav/ their energies especially from
three basic urges: the urge to activity, the sex urge,
and the urge for attention and approval. They develop
within the limitations of the individual’s physical en-
vironment and his physical and mental capabilities and
according to the patterns set by his culture.
It is clear that interests are related to needs, and in-
terests of an individual m.ay be indicative of certain needs.
However, there does not appear to be justification to use the
terms interest, an interest, and need s^monomousl}’- especially
when one considers all the factors that are concerned in affect-
ing interests. For example, a person with few interests may
have many more needs than a person with many interests, for the
person with many interests is more likely to be satisfying more
k* Lee, The Child and His Curriculum , D. Appleton-
Centur^' Company, Nevf York, l940, p. 117.
^S, L. Pressey, Psychology and The New Education , Harper
Brothers, Nevj York, 194A, p. 15'7.
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of his needs that the person V7ith fev: interests. Sven though
needs and interests do not technically have the same meaning,
it should be kept in mind that interests can serve as possible
indicators of needs.
Wants and desires . The terms v/ants and desires are some-
times used in regard to the concept of needs. The}'' may be de-
fined as the av;arenesG of some lack, a'nd both these terms im-
ply an attitude on the part of the individual. As mentioned
previously in the revievr of some of the different concepts of
needs that in order for certain justifiable v:ants and desires
to be satisfied, the individual needs certain things or certain
conditions. However, one must keep in mind that certain wants
and desires of the individual at times may not be justifiable,
and as a result should not be satisfied for the welfare of the
individual and societ}/-.
Felt needs . Any need in any of the different categories
of needs that have been revievjed of which the individual is
conscious may be called a ”felt need.” Hov.^ever, one must re-
member that vdiat a st'adent feels he needs and vrhat the student
indicates that he feels he needs do not necessaril}' coincide.
This situation comes about v;hen students are sometimes unable
to give an accurate verbal account of their real ”felt needs,”
when they are insincere by purposel}^ mis-sta:.ting their ”felt
needs,” and when they are honestly mistaken about their real
needs. Therefore, the data in regard to what students say
that they need must be interpreted vrith caution.
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student needs * Needs of this type have to do \dth v;hat
someone infers that a student ought to acquire, do, be, etc..
To say in this sense that a student ’’needs’’ something is to
make a normative or evaluative judgem.ent. Hence, every such
need is a product of someone’s observation of an actual situa-
tion (e.g., data from a case study), and someone’s ideal of
vfhat ought to be (i.e., someone’s concept of V7hat a desirable
person would be like, someone’s ”sense of values,” someone’s
"philosophy of life”)
•
The foregoing definition of terms and the review of dif-
ferent concepts of needs should help to clarify the concept of
needs. To further show the implications that the needs concept
has for the physical educator, it is desirable at this point to
explain the relationship of behavior and needs.
Behavior as Caused by Needs . The mental hygienist Fenton^
points out that; "The child’s behavior, no matter how crude or
immature, is best considered fundamentally as an exnression,
however inadequate, of some valid, genuine need or impulse.”
Prescott^ describes needs as the force ’’that is really making
the wheels go round” in human behavior. Breckenridge^ states
that: "Human behavior is ’set off’ or motivated by certain
If. Fenton, Mental Hyp-;iene in School Practice
,
Standford
University Press, Standford, California, 1943, P* 132.
p
D. A. Prescott, on. cit ., p. 114»
^M. E, Breckenridge and L. Vincent, Child Development ,
1’/. B. Saunders Company, Philadelphia, 1947, P* 9C*
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basic drives, needs or urges.” LevriLn^ postulates that: ”Necds
have the character of ’organizing^ behavior.” These statements
are indicative of some of the agreement that exists in regard
to behavior as being caused by needs of the individual.
All children have certain definite needs. These ma^^ vary
v/ith the individual child. V/hen a need arises, a need to eat
for example, behavior vjill lead to need satisfaction. However,
xfnen one considers behavior as being caused by needs, there
must be taken into consideration the individual’s pattern of
reaction in a given situation, for individuals are trying to
satisfy not one but many needs at the same time.
As a result of the fact that human needs are not alwag/s
easily and imjnediately satisfied, it is necessary for individuals:
to make adjustments of one sort or other in order that the sit-
uation will be tolerable for them. For exemiole, a person whose
basic or acquired needs are thwarted will be in a chronic state
of tension unless he secures relief or satisfaction of his needs
in V7ays which are sociall3^ acceptable. Some children in school
suffer in various degrees, because they are unable hy themselves
to make satisfactoiy adjustments. These children v/hose needs
are inadequately met or whose abilities a.re inadequate for the
requirements that are pla ced upon them may show many undesir-
able behavior symptoms.
The fact that undesirable behavior symptom.s may be indi-
'
'i'K.' Levdn, ”Behavior and Development as a Function of the
Total Situation, ” In a Manual of Child Psychol i (L. Ca.r-
michael, editor], John h'iley and Sons, Nev; York, 1946, p. &19*
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cators of inadequately met or unmet needs serves to indicate
that a teacher v:ho focuses his attention upon the needs that are
causing undesirable symptoms rather than U'pon the symptoms them-
selves is more likely to achieve desirable results in regard to
the behavior of his pupils.
Reports of Studies and Problems Concerned
i
vri.th the Needs of Children
Efforts have been made in the past tvro decades to obtain
more precise information concerning the needs of children. In-
vestigations have been conducted not only by educational agen-
cies, such as the American Youth Commission of the American
Council on Education and the Progressive Education Association,
but by educators and others who are interested in understanding
and helping children. It is the purpose of the '.•ariter (1) to
review some of the studies and problems concerned V7ith the needs
of children, (2) to provide an overview of the literatLire on
the subject, (3) to illustrate some of the techniques used to
gather information, and (4) to investigate the adequacy of dif-
ferent methods of approach employed in the studies reported.
Study sponsored by the Progressive Education Association .
^Reorganizing Secondary Education,*' a report prepared by Thayer,
Zachry, and Kotinsky^ for the ComBiission on Secondary School
Curriculum of the Progressive Education Association is devoted
IV, T, xTiayer, C. B, Zachrq?", and R, Kotinsky, or^. cit .
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entirel3'’ to a discussion of the needs of adolescents and some
wa^.^s of meeting them. The fundamental proposal of the report
is that the secondary school curriculum be entirely'' re-organ-
ized about the needs of youth. The authors of this volume have
formulated a list of needs of adolescents to serve as a basis
for interpretation of individual needs. The needs discussed
are selected from the findings of a program of case studies of
adolescents in several schools and colleges, and studies of out-
of-school situations undertaken under the direction of one of
the authors. VJhile there is in no place a snecific enumeration
of the needs other than that of the four general areas in v^hich
needs occur, the follovjing outline vdll serve to describe each
of these areas and sub-areas mentioned or implied in the dis-
cussion under them;^
1. Immediate Social Relationshins
:
a. Relations ulth parents
i
b. Heterosexual development
c. Expanding meaningful and satisfying friendships
and group contacts
d. Development of satisfactoiy ideals and codes of
conduct
2. Wider Social Relationships:
a. Development of social insight and responsibility
|
3* Economic Relationships:
!
a. Understanding of economic security
b. Assurance of a responsible role in economic
society
c. Voactional guidance
d. Vocational preparation
4* Personal Living:
a. Adequate philosophy
b. Realization of more abundant personal living
Studies sponsored by the American Council on Education .
V/hen the American Youth Commission began its work in October,
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1935, it vras faced with the necessity of identifying the major
needs of our youth population. It carried on a series of com-
prehensive studies^ in different parts of the coLintry in an
effort to discover the needs of youth and how those needs vrere
being served. Perhaps the best known and most significant study
accomplished by the Commission is the "Maryland Youth Survey."^
Maryland was selected as a "typical" state, and samples of
the youth population of the state v^-ere chosen so that the per-
centage ratios of the characteristics deemed significant vfere
closely comparable to those of the nation. The replies of
13,500 youth, so selected, betv/een the ages of sixteen and
twenty-four, to an extensive semi-controlled interviev/ vdth
youth at their homes, places of work, etc., formed the basis
of the report. Inquiries vrere directed in the fields of home
life, educational status and requirement, employment status,
recreation, religion, and attitudes toward political and social
problems.
Aside from yielding significant information on the status
of youth, the study reveals that thirty-two per cent of the
youths studied stated that they had no "perplexing problems."
The problems listed by the remaining youth were classified in
order of frequency as follov/s: (1) Economic Security; (2) Educa-
tion, Vocational Choice; (3) Home; (4) Personality Adjustment;
and (5) Social Relations with Opposite Sex, This study indi-
It), L, Ilarley, op, cit . , 271 PP*
M, Bell, Youth Tell Their Story , American Council on
Education, V/ashington, D. C., 193^, 273 PP*
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cates 'that young people need help in defining and clarifying
their problems.^
In such surveys, needs of youth are not necessarily stated
as needs, but that the implication that something needs to be
done about the conditions described is evident. It may be seen
that studies of this nature can provide a source of leads to
needs of youth in general. However, local conditions vary and
as a result local studies are more desirable as the basis of
educational planning. Suggestions for conducting such surveys
may be found in ”Hov; to Make a Community Youth Survey,”'^ pub-
lished by the Youth Commission.
Reports of studies to the American Council on Education .
Prescott^ in his ^Emotion and the Educative Process,” a report
to the American Council on Ed'ucation proposes a list of major
needs of developing children. The method b;’- vdiich the state-
ment of needs which forms the basis of this report v;as formu-
la.ted is described as follows: ”Nimierous case histories have
been read vjith this question in mind: M'/ha.t is the child or
young person seeking to bring about by each item of observed
behavior?’”^ The case histories were selected from general
llbi~d .'/ o7 250.
M. Chambers and H. M. Bell, How to Make a Community
Youth Survey
,
i\merican Council on Education Studies, Series IV,
Humber 2, American Council on Education, VJashington D.C., Jan-
uary/, 1939, 45 pp.
A. Prescott, op. cit ., 323 pp«
^Ibid., pp. 112-113.
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psychological and psychoanalytical literature.
With a caution that these categories are not to be con-
sidered as definite and mutually exclusive but rather estab-
lished for the purposes of exposition, Prescott^ describes the
follov/ing as the major needs of developing children;
1, Psychological needs;
a. Essential materials and conditions (air, food,
etc.)
b. Rhythm of activit3^ and rest
c. Sexual activity
2, Social needs;
a. Affection
b. Belonging (to social group)
3, Ego and integrative needs;
a. Contact with reality (in order to grovj in know-
ledge, understanding, and v/isdom)
b. Harmon^'- with reality (otherw’ise realities vrill
foredoom one to defeat)
c. Progressive symbolization (ability’’ to arrive at
successive!'-' higher order generalizations)
d. Increasing self-direction (away from parents or
parent substitutes)
e. A fair balance between success and failure (other-
wise a v/arped sense of values)
f. Attaining self-hood of individuality (recognize
himself as a unique personality V7ith distinctive
characteristics; finding himself in both personal
and social sense)
Although the doctrine of needs as determinants of behav-
ior has been accepted in this report, the enujneration of needs
is based on the apparent goals of behavior.
Dou^lass^ in his repoi"^ to the American Youth Comjnission
discusses the problems of adolescents which he considers most
important. He reports the selection of the problems as being
based on considerations of psychological literature, on ques-
llbid
. ,
pp. 113-125
•
R. Douglass, Secondary Education For Youth In Modern
America
,
American Coimcil on Education, Washington t).C,
,
1957,
137 pp.
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tions discussed at youth conferences, and on his personal eX'
in dealing TO.th 3^outh. The problems indicative of the needs
1. To find a satisfying pic. ce among fellov/ youth
2. To experience personal achievement
3. To enter into and succeed in vocational life
4o To be able to establish and enjoy a happy home
5. To understand and improve political conditions
6. To maintain health and maximum physical efficiency
7* To participate in enjoyable recreational activities I
S. Philosophical complexes
These are personal needs of youth as vievjed by an adult.
Studies primarily concerned v.dth adjustment problems « An
extensive list of problems of the adolescent is oresented by
Strang^ in ”The Role of the Teacher in Personnel Work*’ in irhich
the vievrpoint of the guidance and personnel worker is reflected*
The follovving summary adapted from the list outlines the main
problems presented:
1. Problems of health and physical adjustment:
Defects in development, lack of vitalit:/, physical
illness, lack of health habits and information
2. Problems of scholarship:
Study time and habits, attitudes, environraental con-
ditions, lack of basic skills
3« Financial problem.s:
Need of money for clothing and other necessities, us(
of money
4. Problems of family relationships:
Relationships with parents, brothers, and sisters,
home conditions
5. Sex problems:
Relationships with opposite sex, homosexual rela-
tionships, sexual development and habits, sex in-
formation
of adolescents are;^
llbidV , PD. 32-40.
new lorx, pp. J-OU.

6. Religious problems:
Religious doubts and fears, conflicts vrith other
beliefs and practices
7. Moral and disciplinary 'oroblems:
Conflicts v;ith standards and authority, lack of
standards, misconduct
Personality difficulties:
Introversion, aggression, inferiority/’ feeling, lack
of integration, lack of independence, lack of emo-
tional control
9« Social problems:
Difficulties in making friends, insufficient social
activity a.nd training, excessive or undesirable
social activity
10, Problems relating to living conditions
11* Problems of voca'tional guidance
Hollingv/orth^ views the problems of youth as imique and
as arising out of the difficulties of adjustment to the nevi
situation brought about by maturity. Those needs v/hich she
considers basic are enumerated specifically as such in her
chapter ”The Adolescent Child” in the Handbook on Child Psy-
chology • They are
:
1. Freedom from supervision of the fam.ily
2. Association and acquaintanceship with members of the
opposite sex
3. Seif support
A. A point of view upon the v/orld that v/ill unify life
and give it meaning
Study of youth needs using the check list method . A study
p
of the inventor^' type is reported by Doane. A need, in the
sense the author uses the term, refers to ”a state of tension
requiring relief.” It includes ”any status v/hich the indivi-
dual vd.ll seek to change-any tension he vd.ll seek to relieve.”^
^L. Hollingv/orth, ”The Adolescent Child,” In a Handbook of
Child Psychology
,
(Carl Murchison, editor) Clark University,
i/orcester
,
Massachusetts
,
1933, p«
^D. C. Doane, The Needs of Youth , Teachers College, Colum-
bia University, Nev/ York, 1942} 150 pp.
3lbid .
, pp* 43-44*
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From this explanation it follovjs that a need is ”any disturb-
ance V7hich arises from a state of affairs either vrithin his
oim body or in the environment in \;hich he lives and v.liich im-
pels him to do something to make it more to his liking.”^
He mentions that there are fifteen major areas in v/hich
needs and problems arise. They are as follows; (1) Vocational
Choice and Placement; (2) Philosophy of Life; (3) Getting Hong
;vith People; (4) Korals; (5) Plans for Marriage and Family; (6)
Leisure Time; (7) Finances; (^) Relationships with the Opposite
Sex; (9) Health; (10) Sex and Reproduction; (11) Religion; (12)
Relationships with Family; (13) Social Competence; (14) Conven-
tional Subject Matter Areasj (15) Other Areas of Interest.^
Wishing to avoid asking the student directly what his needs
were, the author used the device of describing twenty
"courses” wliich included all of the needs which seemed per-
tinent. The student was asked to check the five courses which
he would most vjant to take in one year, and the five courses
he \TOuld least want to take. In order to illustrate w^hat is
meant by a "course” the following description of course number
one is quoted from the inventory* ^
Deciding what kind of vjork you want to do vdien you
finish school. Finding, out •'what kind of work you are best
fitted for. Learning hov; to prepare yourself for the kind
of \7ork you intend to do. Finding out vjhat it is like.
To make certain that the needs of the high school students
cit *
^Ibid., p. 53*
3lbid *, p. 129.
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i|V/ere revealed, they were asked to check a large number of topics
!v;hich prsumably would fall under the various courses proposed.
More than two thousand usable replies were received from
lihigh-school students in several geographical localities. The
ifollov/ing are some of the most important conclusions that v/ere
jreached: (1) The area of greatest concern to the total grouo
v/as vocational choices and placement; (2) help in the develop-
ment of social abilities, relationships with the opposite sex,
health problems, philosophy of life, problem of finance, learn-
ing to pla]/" an instrument, reading for enjoyment; (3) religion,
current problems, government and histor}^, learning a foreign
language and problems involving moral standards received rela-
tively low rankings.^ The study is significant as an illustra-
tion of a procedure for studying adolescents*
Statements and Summiaries of Children’s Needs
by Authorities
The follo^.dng statements and suimnaries of needs of children
formulated by individuals and groups serve to illustrate the
divergent concepts and meanings for vjhich the term need is fre-
quently employed. They also serve to indicate some of the
thinking that has been done in regard to the needs of children.
Ten imperitive needs of youth * The National Association
of Secondary-School Principals^ basing its report upon the sujii-
llbid., p. 106.
2Nii:ional Association of Secondary-School Principals, Plan-
ning for American Youth
,
National Education Association, b'ash-
ingt o'n . D . C . . 19AA . o . lO
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mary of a report by the Educational Policies Gonimission lists
the folia; ing ten imperative needs of youth:
1. All youth need to develop salable skills and those
understandings and attitudes that make the v;orker an
intelligent and productive participant in economic
life.
2. All youth need to develop and maintain good health
and physical fitness.
3. All youth need to underst-'nd the rights and duties
of the citizen of a democratic society, and to be
diligent and competent in the performance of their
obligations as members of the community and citizens
of the state and nation.
A. All youth need to understand the significance of the
family for the individual and society and the condi-
tions conducive to successful family life.
5. All youth need to knov; how to purchrse and use goods
and services intelligently, understanding both the
values received by the consumer and the economic con-
sequences of their acts.
6. All youth need to understand the methods of science,
the influence of science on human life, and the main
scientific facts concerning the nature of the v;orld
and of man.
7. All ^^’outh need to develop their capacities to appre-
ciatebeauty in literature, are, music, and nature.
All youth need to be able to use their leisure time
well and to budget it v;isely, balancing acti\’'ities
that yield satisfactions to the individua.l with those
that are socially useful.
9. All youth need to develop resoect for other persons,
to grovv in their insight into ethical values and urin-
ciples, and to be able to live and work coo-^eratively
vri-th others
.
10. All youth need to grow in their ability to think ra-
tionall]/- to express their thoughts clearly, and to
read and listen with understanding.
Common needs of children . The ^*Final Report*'^ of the
v-Jhite House Conference on Children in a Democracy contains a
summary of the common needs of children. The following para-
graph found in the report serves to enumerate the common needs
I'.nite House Conference on Children in a Deraocrac^’^, Final
Renort, Suoerintendent of Documents, V/ashington D.C., January,
1942, 392 pp.
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:of children:^
!
All children need a home, good health, care and pro-
tection, favorable conditions for grov^h. The^?- all need
education, training, and preparation for the responsi-
i,
bilities of later years. They all need to acquire a per-
sonal appreciation of the spiritual and ethical values in
their experience to form standards of right living, and
to have access to religious inspiration consistent v;ith
a developing philosophy of life.
Health needs of school-age children . The follov/ing state-
ments concerning the health and fitness needs of school-age
children was prepared 'oy a subcorar.iittee appointed at a meet-
|
ing of representatives of Federal governmental agencies v;hose *
programs affect the health of the school-age child. The needs
|
v/hich Vvere eniuaerated are as lollovrs:^
I
1. A safe, sanitary'’ healthful school environment. This
means
:
Control of such environmental factors as heat,
air, light, sunshine, buildings, grounds, noise, color,
form, construction, vxater suppl].^, sexmge disposal and
play space so that they contribute to rather than
deter from healthful school experiences.
1
An environment in v;hich boys and girls are freed
|
as far as possible from the conditions xdiich produce
unnecessary fear, anxieties, conflicts, and emotional
stresses.
2. Protection from infections and conditions which inter-
fere X'jith proper growth and development. This mea.ns
:
Adequate exajnination and inspection of pupils,
teachers, and custodial personnel to detect communi-
cable diseases as well as deviations which impair
health.
An opportunit3'’ to receive necessary immunization
and testing procedures.
3. An opportunity to realise their potentialities of
grov/th and development. This means:
Adequate medical and dental care on the basis
of individual needs as shov/n by examinations.
Adequate nutrition to assure well-nourished chil-
dren.
^Ibid
., P.63
•
^K. Bain and others, ^Statement of the Health Needs of
School-Age Pupils”, School Life , 2S, November, 1945,
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Participation in a program of physic al activity
designed to develop organic po\,'erj strength, skill,
agility, poise, and endurance, as well as ability to
particioate with others in games and sports which pro-
mote alertness, cooperation, resoect for individuals
and groups, initiative and a feeling of oersonal
worth.
Participation in a recreational urogram designed
to create interest in activities which develop talents
making for v/holesome living and broadening the child’s
horizon of the world in which he lives.
A balance and rhytlim in the child's daily life
which is in keeping v.dth his physical, mental, and
emotional needs.
4. To learn how to live healthfully. This means:
An opportunity to learn and to make vdse deci-
sions, form health habits and attitudes based on scien-
tific knowledge of health and disease.
An opportunity to mal-ce choices and assume in-
creasing responsibility for one’s ox/n personal health.
An opportunity to acquire information and atti-
tudes appropriate to the grade level about physical
and emotional development, maturity, and patterns of
of social conduct x^'/hich vjill contribute to the health
of the individual and other citizens to insure x-;hole-
some family and community living.
5. Teachers vxho are equipped by training, temperament,
and health not only to give specific instruction but
also to help children to mature emotionally. This
means
;
Teachers not only prepared to teach but those
x;ho are also em.otionally stable and adjusted, because
the development of healthful personalities is depend-
ent upon the relationships and attitudes v/hich are
built up between teacher and children.
This report also contains a summary of the unmet needs of
children and recommendations for their implementation.
Emotional needs of children . Astor^ postulates the
follov/ing emotional needs as common to all children: need
for affection, need for activity, need for achievement, need
for status, and the need to grov; up.
If. Aston, ’’Emotional Needs of Children,” Childhood Educa-
tion
, 14, March, 193^', p* 300.
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Basic desires common to all people . The sociologist
Thomas^ has suggested that there are four basic desires com-
mon to all people. They include the desires for recognition,
security, resoonse, and new experience o In addition to these
more or less universal needs or drives, every individual de-
velops his o\m. oersonal needs and interests.
Basic needs and drives of pubescent pupils . In a discus-
sion of the basic needs and drives of pubescent pupils which
are determinative of pupil behavior, contained in ’^Junior High
School Education,’’^ the follovving needs v/ere mentioned: the
need for independence
,
the need for group approval and group
membership, the need for adequate heterosexual adjustment, and
the need for an adult recognition of maturity status.
Needs of youth as they develop from childhood to maturity .
l”Youth and the Future”^ the general report b^^ the Ainerican
Youth Commission contains an entire chapter given over to a
review of the more important needs of young people as they de-
velop from childhood to maturity. The follov/ing outline is a
summary of the needs mentioned in the report:
Adolescent Youth, 12-16
1. Desire to achieve self direction
IVi
. I • Thomas
,
The Unadjusted Girl
,
Little, Brov/n and
Company, Boston, 1923, p. 4*
%I. M. Smith, L. L. Standley and C. Hughes, Junior High
School Education
,
McGraw Hill Book Company, Nev/ York, 1$42
,
p. 126 .
29
^The General Report of the American Youth ComrAission,
Youth and the Future
,
American Council on Education, Washington
D.6.', 1942, pp. 106-112.
T

2. Desire to attain satisfactory relationshio to other
young people
3o Weed for approval by others of the same generation
4. Weed for approval by adults
5. Craving for personal achievement
6* Need to explore abilities in various fields
7- Need for a broad range of experience that is interest-
ing and occasionally exciting
|i Adjustment of personality to the realities of life
Later Youth
1. Adaptation to vocational life
2. Satisfactory use of leisure time
3» Need for physical and mental health
'! 4* Weed to understand the v:orld in which they live
This report is based on the results of numerous field
l|
investigations of youth problems. It expresses the final out-
come of group thinking carried on over a period of six 3^ears by
I
outstanding groups of men and women in America.
ij The psychologist Cole^ in considering the problems of the
developing adolescent states that:
I,
!|
In order to pass from childhood, the adolescent must
solve a number of problems. He must develop heterosexual
I
interests; he must become free from home supervision; he
^
must achieve economic and intellectual independence; he
must learn hoxv to use his leisure time; he must malce emo-
tional and social adjustments to reality and he must begin
H
,
to evolve a philosophy of life.
Developmental and adjustment needs common to children .
Nixon and Cozens^ cite the following as developmental and ad-
justment needs which have been found commion to a great percent-
I
age of children in America:
Cole, Psychology of Adolescence
,
Farrar and Rinehart,
i'Jew York, 1942, p. 13*
I ^S. w. Nixon and F. \7. Cozens, An Introduction to Physical
Education
,
W. B. Saunders Company, Philadelphia, 1947, pp. ^2-
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Physiological and Anatomical Needs:
1. Lack of opportunity or necessity of engaging in
vigorous muscular activities.
2. Lack of muscle tone, and accompanying faults of
posture, due to inadequate amounts of muscular
activity.
3. Abnormalities in bodily gro-wth and development,
often attributable in part to lack of sufficient
muscular activity.
4. Many individuals v/ill be found to lack regular
habits of exercise, so necessary under modern condi-
tions of living.
Psychological Needs:
1. Need for development of emotional control.
2. Need to develop control of a variety of v.'illed
bodily movements.
3. Need for the development of resourcefulness, initia-
tive and capacity for quick and accurate mental
reactions v/hen under pressure.
4. Need for opportunity for ’’holesome oxuression of
human tendencies to action.
5. Need for the development of interest in wholesome
recreational activities as contributions to the
joy of living and as a means of relief from the
mental and emotional strain engendered by the pres-
sure and speed of modern life.
Social Needs:
1. Need for the cultivation of an attitude of fair-
ness which v;ill take into account habitually the
rights and v/elfare of others.
2. Need for the cultivation of an attitude of coopera-
tion in enterprises intended for the common good.
3. Need for the development of interested participation
in stimulating activities with a strong emotional
element, to counteract the influence of sedentary
forms of entertainment which tend to this an age
of vicarious emotional experience and synthetic
participation.
4* Need for favorable opportunity to participate in
socialising activities, to counteract tendencies
to’ward injurious or vicious forms of ola^/’ and vari-
ous types of juvenile delinquency.
5. An almost universal need in the adolescent group
for the acquisition of skills in recreational acti-
vities of the muscular tyoe which can be used profi-
tably in later life.
6. Need for the development of capacity for quick ad-
justment to the motives, mores and intentions of
others, so as to be better equipped to meet chang-
ing conditions of modern society.
Basic needs . A summary of needs proposed by the psycholo-
it
U
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[gist Thorpe^ is as follows:
Basic Needs
Physiological Needs:
1. Hunger: the craving of food when hungry
2. Thirst: the craving of drink when thirsty
3. The craving for air v^hen breathing is difficult
or air inadequate
4. The craving for rest vdien fatiqued or sick
5. The craving for sleep wiien drowsy
6. The craving for vrarmtli v/hen cold
7. The craving for coolness v;hen overheated
The craving for action when vrell rested
9. The craving of sex when sexually aroused
10. The urge to escape vrhen frightened or injured
11. The urge to get rid of painful and disagreeable
substances or conditions
Social Needs:
1. Favorable recognition
2. Social approval and prestige
3. Success
4. Praise and adruiration
5. Friends and loved ones
Psychological Needs:
1. Unrestrained bodily activity (play)
.
2. Purposeful effort
3* Independence of action
Fundamental needs . The point of view that the mental
hygienist Carrol^ takes is that human behavior can be explained
in terms of the individual’s attempts to satisfy four* fujida-
mental needs: (1) the need for emotional security, (2) the
need for achievement or mastery, (3) the need for recognition
or status, and (4) the need for physical satisfactions.
This list differs but slightly from the list proposed by
^L. P. Thorpe, Psychological Foundations of Personality
,
McGraw Hill Book Company, Nev/ York, 1938? PP« 209-220.
A. Carrol, Mental Hygiene: the Dynamics of Adjustment ^
Prentice Hall, New York, 1947V P* 28.
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Maslov.’^ who classifies needs into five groups. These, as ar-
ranged in order from the lowest level to the highest, are: (1)
basic physiological needs, (2) safety needs from dangers in
external environment, (3) need for affection, (4) need for es-
teem, and (5) need for achievement.
Needs for expression and restraint . An unusual grouping
of needs can be found in Melvin’s^ book ”The Activity Program.”
He enujnerates the needs of individuals in the follovang manner:
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Needs for Expression:
Meed for general activity
Need for som.e object which can be made
Need for self expression
Need to fulfill a vrish
Need to control another individual or group
Need to observe one’s ov/n grov/th
Needs for Restraint:
Need to develop control of some process
Need to develop socialized controls
Need to obe3^ inevitable principles
Need to obey e. rightly constituted authority
Need to obtain some coveted object
Need to control some bodily process
Need to develop a habit
Need to control some desire
Student needs in physical and health education . Needs re-
lating to health and physical education revealed by the war,
consideration of social trends, and an analysis of student
needs expressed as types of experiences which schools should
provide for students were the approaches used as guides in pre-
^A." K. llaslovf, ”A Theory of Human Motivation,” Psycholo-
gical Revievj
, 50 > 1943? pp« 370-396,
p
G. A. Melvin, The Activity Program
,
Re^mal and Hitchcock,
New York, 1937, pp. 30-31.
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paring imits of instruction for Brace’s- book,
the needs of secondary school bo3^s and girls as
lie presents
follows
:
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1. Knov;ing one’s health status, how to conserve and im-
prove it, and its effect upon personal, family/, and
c ornriiunity life.
2. Experiencing complete ohysical examinations.
3. Practicing better habits, attitudes, and ideals of
healthful living.
4* Recognizing the value of adequate diet, sleep, out-
door life, exercise, and medical advice in promoting
the attainment of physical fitness.
5. Understanding the requirements of a healthful environ-
ment and experiences of living in one.
6. Acquiring an a\:areness of personal responsibilities
in the comriiunity health program, and a knovzledge of
community health agencies and their functions.
7* Understanding the nature, opportunities, and obliga-
tions of the various health professions.
S. Training in the home care of the sick.
9# Recognizing the harmful effects of cathartics, smok-
ing, use of stimulants and alcoholic beverages, patent
medicines, health fads, and exaggerated advertising
claims
.
10. Applying principles of individual and group safety
to dail}'’ living.
11. Acquiring scientific health knowledge.
12. Recognizing one’s ovm postural or remedial needs and
improving through treatment, exercising, conditioning,
and self-appraisal.
13. Developing standards b^'- which to evaluate the merit
of health services.
lA. Properly adjusting to ohysical and emotional changes
attending adolescence.
15. Assisting in and caring for emergencies requiring
first-aid.
16. Developing organic power, strength, endurance and
relaxation.
17. Belonging to a group, team, club or squad and coopera-
ting with teammates.
IB. Participating in individua.l sports activities.
19. Planning activities of high-interest themes in the
program of ph^’^sical education and health education.
20. Electing or being elected leader or captain.
21. Officiating and judging accuratel3/'.
22. Engaging in creative activities.
23. Competing in individual, small group, and m.ass group
^D. K. Brace, Health and Physical Education for jLinior
and Senior High Schools, A. S. Barnes and Company, Wev; fork,
194^,' pp.
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activities through tournaments, school programs and
play days,
24. Deriving social, mental, physical and emotional joys
from sports participation.
25. Gaining achievement in vigorous activities.
26. Recognizing one^s abilities, capacities, energies
and limitations.
27* Participating in recreational and leisure time activi-
ties.
2o. Developing self-control, courtesy, honesty, confi-
dence, loyalty, fair play and unselfish attitudes.
29. Deriving confidence and pleasurable associations vath
the water, from svamming, canoeing, boating, and life
saving.
30. Cultivating rhythmic skill through simple movements to
music, folk dances, social dances, tap and clog dance,
31. Knovd.ng the language and rules of the commonly played
games,
32. Understanding and interpreting scores, records and
marks relating to themselves,
33. Becoming fam.iliar vmth the values, uses and care of
gymnasium apparatus and equipment,
34* Experiencing proper relationships vn.th the opposite
sex in social and other forms of dancing, as vfell as
additional leisure time activities.
35. Carrying school activities into family and community
life.
The ten major objectives of health and physical education .
La Porte^ presents the general objectives of a national physi-
cal education program as follows:
General Objectives
1. The development of fundamental skills in aquatic,
gymnastic, rhythmic, and athletic activities for
immediate educational purposes
—
physical, mental,
and social.
2. The development of usefuJ. and desirable skills in
activities suitable as avocational interests for
use during leisure time,
3. The development of essential safety skills and the
ability/ to handle the body skillfully in a variety
of situations for the protection of self and of
others.
4. The development of a comprehensive knowledge of
rules, techniques and strategies in the above ac-
^Wo R, La Porte, The Physical Education Curriculum ,
The University of Southern California Press, Los Angeles, Cali-
fornia, 1947, pp* 37-3^.
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tivities suitably adapted to various age levels.
5. The development of acceptable social standards,
appreciations and attitudes as the result of in-
tensive participation in these activities in a
good environment and under capable and inspired
leadership,
6. The development of pov;ers of observation, analysis,
judgement, and decision through the medium of com-
plex physical situations,
7. The development of the power of self-expression
and reasonable self-confidence, (physical and men-
tal poise)
;
by mastery of difficult physical-men-
tal-social problems in supervised activities,
S. The development of leadership capacity by having
each student mthin the limits of his ability,
assume actual responsibility'' for certain activities
under careful supervision.
9. The elimination of remediable defects and the im-
provement of postural mechanics insofar as these
can be influenced by muscular activities and health
advice, based on adequate physical and health dia-
gnosis,
10. The development of essential health habits, health
knowledge and health attitudes as the result of
specific instruction in health principles and care-
ful supervision of health situations.
These objectives Yiere formulated by a Subcommittee of the
Committee on Curriculum Research and an objective is defined
as: ”a stated assest v/hich a student is to be aided in secur-
ing and for the securing of v;hich the teacher (or profession)
holds himself (or itself) responsible.”^ i
Objectives of physical education , A summary of the physi-
cal education objectives 'postulated by Irvri.n'^ is as follows:
The Physical Objective:
Functional health
Development of skill and ability in the performance of
physical education activities
I'v, R. La Porte, ^Seventh Annual Report of the Committee
on Curriculum Research,” Research Quarterly , Volume 6, Niimber
2, 1935, p. 5.
^L, vJ, Irimn, The Curriculum in Health and Physical Educa-
tion
,
C, V, Hosby Company, ^t, Louis, 19W, pp, Z;-3-54,
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Physical grovrth and harmonious development of human
organism
The Social Objective:
Desirable social relationships
The Emotional Objective:
Desirable emotional development
The Recreational Objective:
Intelligent use of leisure time
Activities that a.re fundamenta.1 to physical development
and basic to recreation
Develop and establish habits of regular participation
in recreational activities
The Intellectual Objective:
Sufficient knoi.dedge of healthful living
Knowledge of fundamentals, rules, and strategy of
sports
Providing a medium for the most efficient and effective
intellectual development
Aims and objectives of physical education . The aims and
objectives presented by Voltmer^ are the result of an evalua-
tion of a comprehensive list of aims and objectives against a
set of criteria* These criteria v/hich were used for judging
the objectives were developed and supported for the folloid.ng
fields: Zoology, mth its constituent sciences. Sociology,
Psychology, and Education*^ The acceptable objectives V7ere
divided into three groups on the basis of vrorthiness of general
pursuit, since some objectives and sub-objectives vjere sup-
ported much better by the criteria and goals than others.^
Those most v/orthy of general pursuit:
1* Skills and Abilities Aim
a* Development of psycho-motor skills
b. Development of proper coordination of special
senses with bod^^’ movement
^E. F* Voltmer and A* A. Esslinger, The Organization and
Administration of Phvsical Education, F* S." Crofts and Gomoany,
New York, 1S3S,' pp* 53-55.
^Ibid *
,
pPo 31-36*
>
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c* Development of natural, racial activities
d. Development of general bodily control
e. Development of skills common to America gener-
ally, and to one’s ov.ti locality particularly
2. Cultural Aim
a* Preparation for leisure time
b. Improvement of morale through improving body
3* Mental Hygiene Aim
a. Eliminating or diminishing worry', through de-
veloping appropriate interests in physical ac-
tivity''
b. Increasing general neural vigor
4* Desirable Habits Aim
a. Establishment of a schedule of daily activities
that fits one’s ovni being
b. Acquiring the habit of spending a portion of
one’s leisure time in enjoyable physical ac-
tivity
Those less worthy of general pursuit:
1. Purely Physical Aim
a. To assist in the development of endurance suf-
ficient to meet the needs of the stress of life
and a little bit more
b. To assist in developing strength enough to do
normal tasks vn.thout undue strain
2. Personality Ain
a. Attainment of sportsmanship
b. Attainment of leadership
c. Attainment of positive active qualities
d. Attainment of positive mental qualities
e. Attainment of self control
f. Attainment of social cooperation
g* Attainment of qualities of efficiency
h* Attainment of sociability
3. Prestige Aim
a. Promotion of school spirit
4* Applied Knowledge Aim
a. Attainment of knowledge of proper health pro-
cedure, as related to physical exercise
3.
Desirable Habits Aim
a* Acquiring the habit of cleanliness
Those worthy of only occasional pursuit:
1. Purely Physical Aim
a. To assist in providing for normal grovfth and
development
b. To assist in developing and maintaining sound
and proper functioning
2. Prestige Aim
a. . Presenting interesting performances or shows
b. Advertising school or institution
3. Applied Knov/ledge Aim
a. Attainment of knovrledge of rules
b. Attainment of knovdedge of techniques and ^
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methods
c. Attainment of knowledge of first-aid
Conclusions from Different Approaches . The inferential
approach based on reflection regarding one’s e:;iperiences v;ith
children lacks objectivity to a certain extent and is subject
to certain subjective influences such as background of the
vj’riter, his special interests, purposes and setting of state-
ments. However, it has an advantage in that it allows synthe-
sis and analysis in the light of the background of an expert
and avoids the misinterpretations v/hich may be placed on a mass
statistical data.
The quantitative approach v/hich is found most frequently
in studies of personal adjustment problems, interests, and
other concerns of children brings forth differences depending
upon the instruments used. Since the mo5 t common sources of
data are inquiries of one sort or another addressed to youth
it is probable that the differences in findings may be attrib-
utable to whether free response questions, a check list, or in-
direct methods are used. For example, more personal problems
are likely to be revealed in using an indirect method of in-
quiry than a free response inquiry.
The statements of needs formulated by groups have some
advantage over statements of needs by individuals in many cases
in that some of the limitations of individual training, experi-
ence, insight, and adjustment are offset by group judgement.
Furthermore, statements from groups carry more prestige and
acceptance value. However, the value of the statements of needSi
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formulated by a group or an individual would depend on the mem-
bers of the group and on the individual.
The fact that some investigator says he has discovered a
need is not conclusive evidence that such a need exists. Needs;
are never actually seen; they are alv/ays inferences from v/hat
|
is actually observed. For example, v/hen student needs are
asserted, their assertion logically depends on certain norma-
tive judgements, or judgements of value. One .should also con-
sider the fact that investigators differ in the caution v/ith
which they make inferences from the data v/hich they gather, and'
in their consciousness of the extent to which their ov.m inter-
est, viev/point, and background is involved in their assertion
[,
I
of needs.
j
As a result of all these factors that are involved in li
studies and statements of needs, caution should be observed
!|
v;hen depending on the vjork of others for tentative lists of >
needs. Hov;ever, it can be useful to examine the work of others I,
to see how needs ma}'’ be studied and to guide and shorten one^s
o\m research.
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CHAPTER III
GLASSIFICATION OF THE NEEDS OF
JUinOR HIGH SCHOOL BOYS
It is the purpose of the vnriter in this section to re-
view some possible methods of grouping or classifying needs,
to point out the factors that vjould affect classifications of
needs, and to present a classification of the needs of junior
high school boys.
Some reasons for classifying needs . There may be several
reasons for classifying needs depending on the purpose for
which the classification is made. One that is usually;- common
to most classifications is the necessity of having some viay of
talking about needs and describing them. Another reason is
that the study of the behavior of individuals may be facilita-
ted by the use of an outline or classification. This is usu-
ally the reason given b^^ psychologists and mental hygienists.
In the case of curriculum building large list of needs are usu
ally obtained; as a result, it is evident that some scheme of
classification is essential in order to locate duplicate state'
ments and to get a clearer idea of their relative importance.
Limitations to consider in classifications of needs .
There are difficulties encountered when an attempt is made to
classify needs. In an37- attempt at classification there is al-
ways the danger that the implicit suggestion in the very fact
of classification may lead one to think that needs exist and
act separately in the oersonality. It_ should be kept in mind
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that the personality of the child x-/ith liiich the school has to
deal is a total dynamic phenomenon. It may be broken into cate
I
!
gories of needs, but these are abstractions for descriptive
I
purposes and do not exist in isolation. Strang^ has oointed
out; ^’In every case, the need is "^art of a total pattern or
scheme of values, involving both the individual and his environ-
ment.” Other limitations to consider are clearly evident in the
statement made by Allport^ that: ”There is no such thing as a
need in the abstract—needs are alwa^/s integral vjith the indivi-
dual expressing them and therefore more varied than any list
can encompass.”
Other factors to consider irould be the special purpose of
classification, background and interest of v/riter, method of
obtaining the list of needs, and limitations expressed by the
writer. For example, Prescott^ has made a formal appeal to be
wary of a too-v/illing acceptance of his ovm classification v/hich
he offered ”merely as an attempt to examine the objectives of
behavior in functional terms, to understand v;hat it is that is
^really making the wheels go round’ in human behavior.” As a
result of these factors that have been mentioned the person
i
who has intentions of using the classifications presented by
different v^niters should not be too v/illing to accept any one
I-l. Strang, Pupil Personnel and Guidance
,
Macmillan
Company, Nevj York, 1940, p. 51*
p
G. V/. Allport, Personality—A Psychological Interpreta -
tion
,
Henry Holt and Company, New YorkV 193'/', 2^1.
^D. Prescott, oo. cit ., p. 114.

classification for use until he has given some consideration
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to its limitations.
Some possible bases for classifying needs . V'/hen a fairly
comprehensive list of needs has been assembled it is usually
helpful to shim over the list in order to get some hypotheses
regarding possible bases for classification. A complete, dis-
crete system of classification in v^hich no one need aonears at
more than one place, and in vrhich there is no overlapping, is
impossible since needs are stated in different forms and rep-
resent different levels of specificity^. There are several
possible bases of classification v.iiich have been used, and it
is the purpose of the waiter to mention them and indicate some
general considerations v;hich might be taken into account in
deciding upon a scheme of classification.
Lists of needs have been organised on the basis of types
of major activities involved, the major purposes of the activi-
ties, the basic relationships of living, the areas of experi-
ence in v/hich activities or needs arise, and the tyres of pro-
blems met by boys.
In classifying needs on the basis of the major activities
involved, one would place together under the same class all
the needs v/hich involve the same major activity; for example,
all needs involving basketball would be classed together. It
is a useful form for classifying needs in vjhich the development
of a certain skill in carrying on an activity is fundamental
when the skill requires considerable practice for its develop-
ment.
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A second basis of classification is the purpose of given
activities. Thus, for example, one might place together all
of the needs relating to health on the ground that they have a
common purpose, viz. the achievement of ph^/^sical health. In
similar fashion one might place together all of the needs hav-
ing to do vjith recreation which in turn may involve a variety
of activities and a variety of objects, but involve a common
purpose.
A third possible basis of classification is around the
relationships of living, immediate personal-social relation-
ships, social-civic relationships, and economic relationships.
This basis of classification may at times be useful, but it
possesses the disadvantage that so many major needs involve a
variety of t^'-pes of relationships, so it is hard to classify
the needs imder any one of these.
A fourth possible basis of classification is around the
areas of life experience such as the home, the coimnunity, the
school, and so on. That is to say, one might classify all of
the needs which primaril}?’ relate to the home under one head;
all of those that relate to the coimnunity under another head;
all of those that primarily relate to the school under another
head; and so on.
A fifth basis of classification is under the major pro-
blems met by young people. Thus, one might place together all
of the needs relating to such a major pupil problem, as making
friends. This is not a ^erj logical form, of classification,
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since these major problems are of different levels of soeci-
ficity and overlap markedly in terms of some of the other bases
of classification. It has value, hov/ever, for curriculum pur-
poses because it can easily be made a major center of focus for :
the thinking of the students. For core curriculum purposes,
this is perhaps the most mdel^'' used basis of classification. i
These are not all of the possible bases of classification,
but they are the ones most commonly found.
The preceding considerations suggest that for curriculujn
purposes, organizations around major pupil purposes or around
important pupil problems are likely to be the m.cs t nromising
m.ethods as central schemes of classification supplemented by i
other methods. The organization can probably best be developed
i
by group conference rather than by a single teacher alone.
|
i!
Factors to Consider in the Proposed Classification I:
I'
In order to clarify the nature of the proposed classifi-
cation, the purpose, source, developmental level of the chil-
dren, and limitations mil be considered.
,,
Purpose of the classification . The purpose of the classi-
fication is threefold: (1) to combine some of the results of i’
previous studies of student needs under three major purposes ,
of physical education experiences, health and organic vigor,
recreation, and personality development; (2) to serve as the
foundation for the organized study of student needs; and (3) to
^
help teachers see the children’s needs in relation to what theyi.
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, do to meet them in a physical education program.
Developmental level of the children . The peculiar needs
I
of boys in the Junior High School are the result of the accele-
ration of physical, mental and emotional grovrfch v/hich character-
izes this period of life. Wide variation in the timing of this
rapid period of groirth creates many problems. For instance, it
" is possible to find boys in the sajne class of the same chrono-
logical age vrho differ greatly in developmental status. One of
them may be still a little boy with a little boy’s interests
and attitudes; another may be physically mature, seeking to
identify himself V7ith a man’s role in life. Therefore, to
understand a pupil and his needs, a teacher must look at the
changes that are occuring in body build, facial expression,
muscular coordination, behavior vrith classmates, attitude to-
ward adults, concern with self and the like rather than his
chronological age.
The peculiar needs of the pre-adolescent and the adoles-
cent boy V7hich are the result of their grovrfch and character-
istics are vrell illustrated by a chart^ developed by a curri-
culum committee. The follov/ing summary of the chart should in-
dicate the needs peculiar to the pre-adolescent and adolescent
as a result of their different developmental status; however,
it must be remembered that grovTth is continuous and this divi-
sion is made in order to help understand the pupils.
^Association For Supervision and Curriculum Development,
Organizing the Elementary School for Living and Learning , Na-
tional Education Association, \/ashington, D. C., 1947, Yearbook,
pp,6S-69o
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A.
Age 11, 12, and 13 years
Physical Gro^rth and Development
1. Skeletal Grovrfch !
a. This is a transitional period.
b. During pubescent spurt the rate of grovrbh is
j
very rapid. The lateral-type matures earlier
|
than the linear-type.
|
c. Boys’ hands and feet appear to be oversized.
{
2. Muscular Development
i
a. Muscular grovjth is very rapid. '
b. Poor control v;ill ensue if the body framework
and muscular development are out of proportion
in their rate of grovTth.
c. Posture may be slovenly. Awlwardness is preva-
lent .
3. Organic Development
a. The heart is not growing as rapidly as the body
b. The blood pressure may fall. The fatigue point
in competitive games should be anticipated.
c. There are man}/" minor ilnesses of short dura-
tion.
d. The puberty cycle is in progress. Secondary
sex characteristics appear.
B. Characteristics
1. Children of 11, 12, or 13 are strongly individual.
They differ mdely in physical maturity and in
temperament.
2. The lateral-type child may display over-weight,
slow movements, and placidity. The linear-type
child may display drooping posture, fatigue, alter-
nating alertness and irritability.
3. The increase in size and strength of muscles leads
to greater interest in outdoor activities,
4. Competition is keen. There is respect for good
sportsmanship. More highly organized games are
desired. There is a willingness to submerge per-
sonal ego for the good of the team or group. The
unskilled child is self-conscious about undertak-
ing new activities.
5. Some children may initiate too many activities and
go beyond the fatigue point. Resultant chronic
tension may cause strained relationships.
6. There is a shift to ovm-age codes. Prestige is
more important than adult approval. The gang inter
est is changing to interest in one or two best
friends.
7. There is a strong interest in sex. These children
may be emotional about bodily changes. Sex-con-
sciousness may cause self consciousness and shyness
in the opposite sex.
S. A ravenous but capricious appetite may be noted.

9. The child may be over-anxious
health.
bout his ovm
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d. Needs
1. There must be careful supervision in order that
children of these ages may choose games propor-
tionate to their strength and appropriate for
their developmental needs.
2. Skill is essential for successful group participa-
tion. The child is v.'illing to practice skills in
order to gain proficiency, but needs informed guid-!
ance.
[
3. Games of increased organization such as softball,
kickball, modified soccer, etc., are needed. The '
sedentary or self protective child may need en- i
couragement to play out-of-doors. i
4. Special provision must be made for the child v;ho l'
is reaching his literate capacity and may be able !'
to gain his chief satisfactions from muscular ac-
tivities. '
5. It is as important for children to develop good
|
spectatorship as it is for them to develop good
sportsmanship. I
6. More mature interests must be met by more mature
||
programs. There m.ust be opportunity^ for many
types of social contacts. 1
7. Provision must be made for grox-j-ing interest in
social dancing.
:[
S. The rest needs are about S to 9 hours or longer. i]
9. The child’s increasing desire to improve his per-
sonal appearance provides excellent opportunity
f
to remedy habitual postural defects and to e.s- j
tablish a balanced diet.
|
Age 14) 15 and 16 Years
I
A. Physical Groi'jth and Development I
1. Skeletal Gro^.vth
'
a. The lateral-type boy attains adult height at
about the age of 16 years. Grovrth of the
linear-type boys continues to the age of 20 or
later.
b. Bone grovfth is completed v/ith se^oial maturity.
c. The face and body are novr attaining adult
contours.
2. Muscular Development
a. The awkward age is ending. There is improve-
ment in coordination.
b. The muscles of boys become hard and firm.
c. Posture is improving.
3* Organic Development
a. The heart increases greatly in size. Boys
should avoid strenuous comipetitive sports
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since the heart and arteries may be out of
proportion.
b. The puberty cycle is completed in the major-
ity of cases.
c. There may be a period of glandular instabili-
ty vdth fluctuations in energy level. Ail-
ments of this age may include headache, nose-
bleed nervousness, palpitation, and acne.
d. The prevalence of active tuberculosis increas-
es in the teen-age.
B. Characteristics
1 . The child of 14
,
15
,
or 16 may have reached physio-
logical adulthood but lacks its exoeriences. He
may exhibit a know-it-all attitude. He is intense-
ly emotional. He is seeking his ovn place in life
around him. There may be emotional instability
V7hile striving to understand social relationships.
2 . The desire to conform to standards of the age-
group is stronger than the response to adult guid-
ance. Many respond more readily to the influence
of the teacher than of the parent.
3 . During adolescence there may be close attachment to
and almost unlimited admiration of some adult xfhom
he considers outstanding.
4 . All can compete in games requiring higher skills.
Groups evolve according to physical maturation and
interests.
5 . Boys like to be thought big, strong, and healthy.
In both sexes there is interest in and emphasis
on physical attractiveness and good grooming.
6. Wage earning is desired b3^ many.
7 . Sexual manifestations may cause self-consciousness.
Many lack adequate sex information and guidance.
S* The child may become over-confident about assuming
personal responsibility for maintaining good
health.
G. Needs
1 . Children of 14
,
15 or 16 need unobtrusive adult
guidance that does not impinge upon their ov/n feel-
ing of being adults. A balance betv/een security
and freedom is needed.
2 . Family solidarity as a retreat from the confusion
of vri-dened horizons aaid more complex experiences
is important.
I
3 . Children of this age need worthy causes in the pro-;
mulgation of v/hich they ma^^ utilize their excess
emotions and energy.
4 . Special provision must be made .for the child v;ho is
reaching his literate capacity and may be able to
gain his chief satisfactions from muscular activi-

ties.
5. Social dancing is a must at this level.
6. Rest needs are about the same as for adults, S
hours or longer.
7. School and commimity must unite to plan with and
for these young people a v;orthv;hile after-school
program. The place and the activities must be
agreeable to them. Provision must be made for
the child who desires creative, manipulative, or
contemolative activities, as well as" for those
v/ho vd-sh more active recreation.
Source. The sources utilized to determine the scone and
nature of the needs in the classification are: reports of
youth surveys, reports of analyses made of numerous case
studies, reports concerned iv'ith adjustment problems, summaries
of children’s needs by different authorities, and reoorts con-
cerning health and physical education objectives b}/- different
authorities.
The needs classified under the headings. Health and Or-
ganic Vigor, and Recreation were taken from reports by Bain,^
Nixon, ^ La Porte, ^ Brace, ^ Voltrner^ and Irvdn.^
The needs under the heading of Personality were selected
Bain, op. cit
., p. 8.
^E, \'J» Nixon and W. F. Cozens, O'-^. cit .. pp. 72-74*
^W. P. La Porte, The Physical Education Curriculum , The
University of Southern California Press, Los 'Angeles, dali-
fornia, pp. 37-3^*
^D. K. Brace, o~o. cit ., pp. XVII-XVIII.
^E. Fo Voltmer and A. A. Esslinger, op. cit .. pp. 53-55«
^L. W. Irvri.n, op. cit ., pp. 43-54.
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from reports by Thayer,^ Prescott,^ Douglass,^ Astor,^ Ilixon,
^7 d-
Thoinas, Brace, and the American Youth Commission, '
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Classification of heeds
Needs concerned V7ith health and organic vigor .
1. Need for a safe, sanitary'’ healthful school envoroirment
.
This means:
Control of such environmental factors as heat, air, light,
sunshine, buildings, grounds, noise, color, form, construction,
I
jf/ater supply, sewage disposal, and play space so that they con-
i:
tribute to, rather than deter from, healthful school experi-
ences .
jj
An environment in which boys and girls are freed as far
as possible from the conditions wiiich produce unnecessary fear,
anxieties, conflicts, and emotional stresses.
j! 2. Need for protection from infections and conditions v;hich
jlnterfere vrith proper growth and develoument. This means:
"
—lyrrr Thayer, G. B. Zachry, and R. Kotinsky, on. cit .
,
4B3 pp.
I;
^D. A. Prescott, on. cit
., pp. 113-125*
3h, R. Douglass, o^o. cit ., pp. 32-40.
^F. Astor, on. cit .
,
p. 300.
¥. Nixon and F. ¥. Cozens, on. cit .
,
pp. 72-74*
\I, Thom.as, on. cit .
, p. 4.
K. Brace, on. cit ., pn. XVII-XVIII.
The General Report of the American Youth Commission,
pp. cit ., pp. 106-112,
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Adequate examination cJid insnection of niipils, teachers,
and custodial personnel to detect communicable diseases as v:ell
as deviations which impair health.
An opportunity to receive necessary immunization and test-
ing procedures.
3. Need for an opportunity to realize their potentialities
of grovh:h and developm.ent , This m.eans:
Adequate medical and dental care on the basis of indivi-
dual needs as sha-^n by examinations.
The elimination of remediable defects and the improvement
of postural mechanics in so far as these can be influenced by
muscular activities and health advice, based on adequate physi-
cal and health diagnosis.
Adequate nutrition to assure well-nourished children.
Participation in a program of ph^’^sical activity/ designed
to develop organic pov^er, strength, skill, agility, poise, and
endurance, as vjell as ability to particioate vmth others in
games and snorts which promote alertness, cooperation, resnect
for individuals and groups, initiative and a feeling of per-
sonal worth.
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Participation in a recreational program designed to create
interest in activities which develop talents making for whole-
some living, and broadening the child’s horizon of the world
in which he lives.
A balance and rhythm in the child’s daily life v^hich is
in keeping vjith his physical, mental, and emotional needs.
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4. To learn hov7 to live healthfully. This means:
j
An opportunity to learn and to make wise decisions, form
[health habits and attitudes based on scientific knowled^^e of
I
I
|,
health and disease.
An opportunity to make choices and assume increasing re-
sponsibility for one’s own personal health.
An opportunity to acquire information and attitudes ap-
ipropriate to the grade level about physical and emotional de-
velopment, maturity, and patterns of social conduct v;hich will
contribute to the health of the individual and other citizens
to insure v/holesome family and community living.
5» Need for teachers v;ho are equipped by training, tem-
jperaraent, and health not only to give specific instruction but
[also to help children to m.ature emotionally. This means:
Teachers not only prepared to teach but those who are
also emotionally stable and a.djusted, because the development
of healthful personalities is dependent upon the relationshius
,
and attitudes v/hich are built up betv/een teacher and children.
;i
Recreational needs .
1. Need to prepare for intelligent use of leisure time.
2. Need for the development of interest in wholesome
recreational activities as contributions to the joy of living
and as a means of relief from the mental and emotional strain
of life.
3. Need for participation in activities that are funda-
mental to physical development and basic to recreation.
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4* Need for the development of useful and desirable skills
in activities suitable as avocational interests for use dur-
ing leisure time,
5* Need for development of psycho-motor skills.
6. Need for proper coordination of soecial senses with
bod3'’ movement.
7. Need for development of natural racial activities
^
Need for development of general body control,
9. Need for development of skills common to America gen-
erally and to one’s ovm locality particularly.
10. Need for the development of interested participation
in stimulating activities with a strong emotional element to
counteract the influence of sedentary forms of entertainment,
11. Need for acquisition of skills in recreational activi-
ties of the muscular type which can be used profitably in
later life.
12. Need to develop and establish habits of regular parti-
cipation in recreation activities.
13. Need for the development of a comprehensive know'ledge
of rules, techniques and strategies in the above activities
suitabli?- adapted to various age levels.
Personality needs . Need for:
1. Desirable relations with parents
2. Heterosexual development
3. Expanding meaningful and satisfying friendships and
group contacts
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4* Development of satisfactory^ ideals and codes of con-
duct
5. Affection
6. Belonging
7. Status (acceptance among his fellov/s)
Recognition (Social approval and prestige)
9. Security (physical, emotional, and economic)
10. Approval by others of same generation
11. Approval by adults
12. Development of emotional control
13. Personal achievement (mastery and success)
14* Adequate philosophy
15. Proper adjustment to ph^/sical and emotional changes
attending adolescence
16. Contact with reality (in order to grow in knowledge,
understanding, and v/isdom)
17. Harmony v;ith reality (otherv/ise realities v/ill fore-
doom one to defeat)
IS. Increasing self-direction (away from parents or par-
ent substitutes)
19. A fair balance between success and failure (othervrise
a v;arped sense of values)
20. Attaining self-hood of individuality^ (recognize him-
self as a unique personality v/ith distinctive characteristics;
finding himself in both a personal and social sense)
Limitations of the classification. In a discussion con-
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^cerning the functions^ of secondary'’ education Ryan^ stated that:
The exact determination and classification of the
present and probable future needs of j^oung people is, of
course, a task that v/ill occupy generations of v/orkers to
come. The problem is as broad as the vdiole range of human I
activities, it is as deep as the nature of man, and there
|
is no end to it because it keeps renevTing itself as fast i
as people alter their modes of living.
These facts in addition to the reviev; of literature in
i
the second chapter make it clear that as yet there is no com- i
i| plete agreement to the needs of youth or as to their classifi-
1
I
cation.
Jj
In reading the proposed classification, one must realise
ij
that it is a secondary source, a mere summary of other peoples’
studies. Several cautions must therefore be observed. For the
I
sake of brevity some statements have been reproduced vathout
their full original content, and as a result some distortion !
and ambiguity/- may be present, '
In addition, there is some over]a pping of statements with-
|
in the different categories.
the
*H. Ryan,
Department
’’Functions of Secondary Education,”
__
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CHAPTER IV
PROCEDURES THAT CAR 3E USED TO DETERIIlNE
THE NEEDS OF JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL BOYS
Determining the Needs of the Individual
In order to knoif the needs of the group, it is necessary
to know the needs of the individual pupils v/ho make ua that
group. Therefore, it is of value to knov; how to use procedures
that could be helpfuJ. in det .rmining their needs, vrhich in turn
may help us to ujiderstand the children better. It is necessary
to have the facts of child appraisal before alanning physical
education experiences on the basis of pupil need; hov^ever, sincd
the ph^T-sical educator may not have a great deal of time, it may
be a problem for him to get a maximum of information in minimum
amount of time. The follov.dng procedures are suggested as
valuable in the determination of specific needs of the child.
Using an outline of needs to aid in understanding behavior ,
Fenton^ has developed an outline for the study of the indivi-
dual student in terms of his needs. It consists of the follow-
ing seven general headings v.dth various subtopics under them:
1. The need for a healthy body and good physique and
appearance.
2. The need for feelings of security.
3. The need for social adjustment and recognition.
Zi.. The need for feelings of competence.
5. The need to accept the conditions, the realities, of
his ov.n life.
6. The need to experience curiosit^^ and pleasure and to
I'N. Fenton, Mental Hygiene in School Practice
.
Stanford
University Press, Stanford, California, 1943, PP- 192-193*
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i
acquire active and varied interests.
7 . The need to be considered a developing personality.
This outline attempts to aidthe teacher in seeking a cas-
ual explanation of v;hy a child behaves as he does. This method
of studying a child to see how v/ell his fundamental needs are
met was designed to be used in connection vdth the personnel
and procedures of school case work. These include a careful
physical examination, a good social history obtained from an
interviev: with the parents, theschool history, the reports of
psychological-and educational-test results, and a personal
interview vjith the child.
This method should have implications for the ph3'"sical
education teacher in that it might be adapted and modified to
aid in making a study of individual children who are in need
of help in achieving desirable adjustments.
Making use of the results of medical exams past and pres-
ent . It is usually the practice in different school systems
to give the child a medical examination either once a year,
once every two years, or once every three 3^ears. The thorough-
ness of the exam and its frequency is dependent upon the par-
ents, school board, and superintendent in regard to providing
the necessary time, money, and staff needed. The correction
and follovj up of remedial defects v/ill also depend on the
parent-school and doctor cooperation. Some school systems
have the practice of keeping cujnulative records of the child on
which are recorded the results of past and present exams.
Others keep health records or cards of the pupils from year to
m -
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year, and the adequacy?- of the information will depend on the
health service in the school. ||
I
I'
I,
The health status of the individual child should be known
|
as thoroughly as is possible by the p.iysical educator before
participation in activities which may prove harmful to the
ji
individual* This would necessitate knowledge of whether the '
!' student is v;eak or otheriTise physically handicapped, and if
II
i remedial defects are being corrected* The school nurse, doctor,!
teacher, and parents should be asked to call the attention of
' the physical educator to any child who may in any v/ay need
[
special consideration in regard to his health limitations*
I (
I
In studying the past health records of the child, the
j
physical educator may get a better understanding of the child’s
growhh process, advance tow^ard matur’it^^, health assets, and
I
health liabilities. All of these have an important bearing on
the child’s pattern of behavior. Individual health needs vjhich
are indica.ted, by health records and by observation should be
taken into consideration w^hen the child participates in a
physical education program in order that the teacher may help
to maintain, improve and protect the health of the child*
Using physical education tests and measurements * The
ph^^sical education teacher may be helped in determining the
individual’s physical education needs by using ph^'-sical educa-
tion tests and measurements* If used properly, they could help
in the follovang w^ays^: (1) to determine, an individual’s vari-
^rcTHT I-IcCloy, Tests and Measurements in Health and Phys'i -
cal Education, F. S* Crofts and ComDany, ITev/ York, pp*
298-299 . =
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ous innate capacities or potentialities for development; (2) to
I
ascertain the level of skills and abilities to uhich he has
attained, both absolutely and as related to his caoacities; (3)
to aid in the diagnosis of the reasons for apparent specific
\
disabilities or short comings; and (4) to help in the nroper
classification of pupils.
To ascertain accurately and economically these facts con-
cerning the individual, there is a need for the physical educa-
tor to knovr how to select tests, use them correctly, and to
interpret the results properly. In the field of testing in
ph3^sical education there are a number of criteria, by vrhich an
I
j
adequate ajid useful, test may be distinguished. The follovmng
criteria proposed by McCloy^ should help to indicate the facts
to consider in selecting a test: (1) validity, (2) reliabili-
ty, (3) objectivity'", (4) simplicity, (5) conservation of time,
(6) cost, (7) ease of understanding, (S) standardization of
:
procedure, (9) duplicate forms, and (10) the tests must be
meaningful and v/orth doing.
In order for the physical educator to use the selected
tests correctly and to interpret the results properly it is
suggested that he thoroughly’" familiarize himself with the best
of the tests available, and. that in familiarizing himself with
these tests, he also familiarize himself on the basis upon
which they have been devised, so that he xvill thoroughly under-
stand the purpose for x-;hich each test is given and. the use to
^G. H. lx Cloy, ODo cit ., pp. 7-9*
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which the results may be put*
Analysis of personal adjustment needs . Adjustment and re-
j adjustment of the individual to himself and to his social set-
ting constitute a major oroblem today. In the United States
over half of the hospital patients in the country-some 600,000-
are psychiatric cases. Every year, 150,000 cases are admitted
to mental hospitals, and it is estimated that eight and one-
half million persons in the United States today are SLiffering
from mental disorders.^ Unless constructive steps are taken,
' it is predicted that one in every ti;enty persons in our popula-
tion vjill require some kind of psychiatric care at sometime
during his life.
The implications that these facts have for the physical
educator are threefold: (1) prevention, (2) recognition of
adjustment problems, and (3) to seek expert assistance when
i \
needed.
Adjustments vary in nature and in quality. Some persons
successfully adapt themselves to their surroundings, others
acquire unfortunate habits of conduct v/liich hinder rather than
aid the eventual satisfactory solution of their difficulties.
These variations in adjustive ability are not accidental or
uncaused, and in order for the physical educator to understand
factors that affect adjustment he should be acquainted with the
adjustment ‘orocess. The principal steps in the adjustment se-
quence are; the existence of a m.otive, the operation of some
^i:''ederal Security Agency, Mental Health Series
,
United
States Government Printing Office, './ashington, D.6. Number 4,
June, 194^, p# 3 * -- -=
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thwarting v/hich prevents its immediate satisfaction, giving
rise to varied response leading eventually to tension reduction
or solution.^ By thwarting is meant ”a circumstance in v/hich
1
the accustomed mechanisms of the individual are unable to sat-
isfy an aroused need.’*^
The factors^ that thwart human needs may be divided arbi-
trarily into three general classes. (1) Environmental obstacles
for example, laws and customs of society and the activities of
other persons form environmental difficulties which arouse ad-
1
justive behavior. (2) A second class of thv/arting is that which
occurs because of some personal defect of the individual. Physi
cal defects such as lameness or ugliness, m.ental defects, and
'social defects provide many of theobstacles which prevent the
I
direct satisfaction of needs, (3) Another factor causing thv/art-
;
ing has to do v;ith conflicting needs, for example, sex need
versus need for social approval.
In order to recognise adjustment problems, the teacher
62
should make use of all oossible sources in evalue.ting the ad-
justment of a pupil. These sources vrauld include observing
individual conduct, asking others their opinion about him., and
directly questioning him concerning his attitudes, beliefs,
and behaviors. Information that would be important to obtain
would involve knov-ledge of the individual’s past history,
^L. F. Shaffer, The Psychology of Adjustment , Houghton
Mifflin Company, Boston, 1936, p. 116.
^Ibid
. ,
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present environment, adjustment attitudes, adjustive processes-
includiiij^ v/hat situations create pleasant and unnleasant emo-
I
tions in the child, hov/ he acts idien he is emotional, vjhat ad-
justive mechanisms does he use, and vrhether his concents, "oals,
land aspirations are realistic.
I
A simple and useful method of approach to the evaluation
'of adjustments is the situation-response m.ethod^ of anal3/sis.
In this approach, the teacher attem.pts to define exactly what
situations bring forth the undesirable behavior and exactly
I
vfnat responses are made. If aggressive behavior, for example, *
is the principal s^nantom, the areas of aggressiveness must be I
distinguished. Some individuals m.ay shoiv this attitude to-
ward persons in authority but not tov/ard their equals, tov;ard
parents but not toward teachers and vice versa. In cases in-
volving worry or anxiety, the definition of the situe.tion in
iWhich it is aroused may indicate to v;hat the individual is
reacting improperl3^. This approach pays the largest attention
to the present behavior of the individual.
o
Another method that is proposed b}'- Shaffer for evaluation
I
of adjustment is the need-satisfaction anal3/sis. By under-
standing the individual’s needs and by detecting how his be-
havior contributes to their satisfoLCtion, plans ma3’’ be formu-
lated for the guidance of readjustment. A useful approach is
to make an inventor3^ of the ways in which the individual is
achieving the satisfaction of his basic needs.
^Ibi
d
. , p .' 466.
^ibid
.
,
p. 467.
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In the practical application of these methods of evaluat-
ing adjustment of the individual the follov/ing questions- should
be kept in mind*
V'/hat needs are satisfied by his behavior? To v;hat degree
is the seeking of substitute satisfactions due to environ-
mental difficulties or to his present inability to satisfy
needs by more usual methods? To v;hat degree is this occa-
sioned by excessive needs? Hov; did the maladjustment
arise? Vfnat factors in the environment or in the person-
ality of the individual can be redirected to reconcile the
discrepancies between needs, abilities and opportunities?
o
Howard and Patr^'- suggest the asset-liability analysis as
a method by which adjustments may be evaluated. A chart or
table is constructed ’which enumerates the assets or desirable
qualities of the individual and of his environment, and the
liabilities or handicaps, both personal and circumstantial.
Liabilities are divided into tw’O classes, thcs e that are modi-
fiable by available means, and those considered ujim.odifiable
either because of their nature or because of their inaccessi-
bility to treatment* Assets and liabilities are tabulated in
each of the follovdng areas: family, home, neighborhood and
school influences, and the physical characteristics, mental
abilities, personality traits, developmental progress, and
habitual adjustments of the individual* Assets may include
such facts as good mental abilit3’, social interests. desirable
persona.lity traits, cooperative parents, neighborhood, recrea-
tional facilities, and man’^ other constructive elements* These
^Ibid *', p.' 46S*
^F* E, Howard and F* L. Patry, Mental Health , Harper, Kevj
York, 1935, pp. 4O6-42I*
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are to be utilized in bringing about readjustment. Modifiable
|
' liabilities are illustrated by many undesirable traits of
;
I
personality, home faults such as cuarrelsoneness, lack of secu-
,
rity or overprotection, and school maladjustment such as grade j'
j
misplacement, urong methods of discipline or lack of motivation.'
[i
Among the relatively unmodifiable liabilities are serious
;
ph^^'sical defects, mental dullness, and poor economic status.
The method of attack on irremedial defects is to assist the
i|
! subject to accept them unemotionally, to guide him into con-
' structive compensations, and to adapt circumstances so that
jj
they are less annoying. Hov;ard and Patry“ regard maladjustment
t as a lack of balance between assets and liabilities. The ob- i
!j
;
ject of the anal3^sis is to present a complete and integrated
!
:
[
picture of the individuals persona.lity and his opportunities,
' to serve as a guide for restoring this equilibrium,
j
A further elaboration of the method is the "Fourfold
|
pIndividual Analysis Chart" which in addition to assets and
liabilities states the individual’s needs and wha.t activities
|
promoting needs can be supplied in order to effect readjustment.'
The object of all these methods of analysis described is
|
!i
I
to assist in understanding the individual, in interpreting data i
about him and in formulating plans for reconstruction of his
behavior.
Analysis of social adjustment needs . An appraisal of the
^Ibici
.,
p~. A07*
^Ibid
.
, pp. 426-430.
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child’s social adjustment is a requisite in understanding him 1'
and for planning ph^^sical education activities for him. Humer-
'
ous factors may affect the socialisation of an individual.
Some of these are: family influences, friends, social informa-
tion, social experience, physical maturation, peer group in-
fluences, acceptance of sex roles, personality, current mores,
change of interests, and the caste and class structures within
the commimity.^ The fact that practically all adolescents are
influenced by the different groups that they come in contact
v/ith is an important fact to consider in determining their
needs. These grouos such as the home, the school, a club, and I
I
the neighborhood gang are each organized differently, and as *
a result the individual child must adjust accordingly to these
groups, v/hich are important factors in his developmental pro-
cess* The type of adjustment he makes vj-ithin these groups will
have an effect upon his social development.
j
It is the purpose of the v/riter in this section to suggest
possible means vdiich may be of help in appraising the child’s i
status in regard to social development. Use of cumulative !
records; observation; informal contacts irith children, parents,
teachers, and friends; having stud.ents list groups to which
they belong and the things the^^ do should yield information
that is pertinent, lihile using these means to obtain informa-
tion several factors must be considered in order to get an idea
of the child’s social adjustment; the^^ have to do with his
division on Development and Teacher Personnel, The
Socialization of the Individual
,
American Council on Education,
Vifashington, D.C, 1941
, pp* 46- 56 .
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degree of acceptance as a member of different grouns, his feel-
ing of belongingness to different groups, range and quality of
i friendships in school and neighborhood, and adjustment to op-
!
posit e sex* If the teacher lmov7s these facts about the child
he should have some idea of his social adjustment. He vjill
|j
then knox/ xdiich children are the isolates and problem cases in
this area.
Follovring this survey the ph3/sical educator should attempt
I
I!
I
to discover the causative factors hindering a child’s social
development, and help the child deal with them effectively in
I
order that he may gain acceptance and a feeling of belonging
in the different groups in his environment. This might entail
teacher-pupil conferences, special coaching, providing suit-
' able social activities for all, and provision that all may
!
' learn desirable social skills and needed social information.
Analysis of recrea.tion needs . The physical education
teacher should try to understand the recreation needs of his
pupils. This is necessar3^ because the school is supposed to
help the child improve the use of his leisure time in order to
promote his optimum development.
In order to find out v/hat the recreation needs of a child
may be, it is necessary to analyze his leisure-time activities.
This necessitates finding out hox-7 much leisure time he has,
hov7 he spends it, x^here he spends it, and hovj he would like to
spend it. Other information that vrould be useful x-jould include
a list of the recreation clubs and organizations available, the
i’
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extent oi the participation, types of programs offered, and an
invoice of the equipment and facilities available
.
It would also be desirable to ascertain v/hat the future
occupational and social status of the individual is likel3'' to
be in as much as is possible.
In addition the pupils’ desires in the area of recreation
j
must be analyzed. This v;ouJ.d involve finding out his likes,
dislikes, and problems in regard to activities, and recreation-
Ij
al organizations and programs.
;
An adequate attempt to discover these needs might involve
some of the following techniques: observing the activities in
li v;hich children engage voluntarily*; observing pupil conversation
in school and on the playground; interviev/ing some of the chil-
dren; informal contacts vjlth parents, teachers, and recreation
|l
leaders; the use of interest check lists and special question-
naires.
In the process of determining the desires or interests of
the child the physical educator should be aware of the factors
: that would affect his results. Variables' such as age differ-
ences, seasonal changes, adult interests in the community,
social environment, nature of equipment and facilities, and
past experience would have influence on the findings obtained.
The fact that there is always the danger of finding the
desires of the child limited by what he is accustomed to should
^n. Lehman, and P. A. Witty, The Psychology of Play Activi-
ties
.
Bailies and Company, Nevz York*^ 1927, p. loS.
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indicate that v/hat an individual v/oLild choose to do in his lei-
sure time may not alv/ays be taken too finally and literally.
Furthermore, some of the interests of children may be undesira-
ble in regard to grov/th conditions and should therefore be dis-
couraged.
If the analysis is v/ell planned and carried out properly
during the different seasons of the year, the combined results
interpreted properly should yield helpful information in re-
gard to indicating the recreation needs of the pupils.
To assist in the v/ise use of the information each teacher
should keep an inventory record of the interests of his class.
Group, individual, passing, and fundamental interests should
be noted. All available means of discovering and measuring
interests should be employed to develop it. Such an inventor^'
may be considered the basic specifications for instruction-
arising out of the nature of the child.
The physical educator who knows the recreation needs of
his children can be of assistance in advising adjustments for
particular children; helping them to learn through profitable
experiences how to make v;ise choices in the use of their leisure
time, and thus serve to promote their orderly grovrth and de-
velopment.
Determining the Needs of the Group
There is no single test, device or technique that can
determine all the needs of a group; therefore, it is necessary
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to utilize as many procedures as may be practicable to the
situation in order to get a comprehensive list of student needs
,
It is of value to know some of the suggested procedures and
to be able to use them when necessary*
Making use of the reports of studies of young oeoole * The
I teacher of physical education v;ho wants to determine the needs
of his students may secure some helpful informa.tion from
ii studies which have been made of student needs. The reports by
Thayeij^ Prescott,^ and Lehman^ are but a fev; examples of the
careful studies of j^oung people that have been made. Such
1
,[
studies should be useful in identif3'"ing the more general needs
I'
I
of students, those which can be assumed to be, in a measure at
|l
I
least, existent in all situations, in addition the^'- may suggesi.
ii methods by which local studies of neeos ma^'' be made, and fur-
nish data to which the data obtained from local studies may
be compared.
In using the reports one needs to remember that any study
is conditioned by the point of view of the investigator and
by his procedures. That is to say, if the investigator is a
ps3'‘chiatrist his studies are likel3/’ to emphasize the mental.
h^'^giene needs of students, both because he is more conscious of
those needs, and also because his techniques are particularly
appropriate for a study of psychiatric problems. In similar
ly. 1 . xhayer, G. B. 2achiT, and R. Kotinsk^^, on. cit *,
4^3 Pp.
Prescott, on. cit ., pp. 113-125*
^H. C. Lehman and P. A. I'Jitty, on. cit ., 242 pp.
hifL
t
fashion, a stud.3^ of young people made by health officers and
71
y
physicians is likely to be particularly helpful in revealing
health needs, rather than in revealing all the possible needs
of yomig people. These reports and summaries of such reports
as presented in chapter two should serve as a source for find-
ing out some of the needs of students y and for illustrations
of tecliniques v/hich may be used in determining their needs.
I'-laking one^s ovn studies of young people . Every physical
education teacher can profit by studying the pupils in his oim
I
i|
class. No matter hov/ carefully pupils in general may have been >
j
studied by investigators, the particular needs of yoi,ing people
|
in one's class may differ at points from those Vvhich are com- '
mon to adolescents in general. In this way the studies of one's
ovni pupils are likely to provide a valuable supplement to an^^
list of needs obtained from other sources. Such studies in-
volve observations, interviews, the use of various tests and i
evaluation instruments, and the activities of young people.
*
Making use of the reports of studies of the activities and
problems of people in our society. Some investigators have
been concerned vfith studies of modern society and of the people ;
il
in that society. These studies freo_uently throve light upon the
needs of adolescents. Thus, the study of "Middletovn,
"MiddJLetom in Transition,"^ "Social Life of a Modern Communi-
Lynd and H. M. Lynd, Middletovni
,
Harcourt, Brace,
New York, 1929, 350 pp.
II
S. Lynd and H. M. Lynd, Kiddletov.n in Transition
.
Har-
court. Brace, New York, 1937, 604 pp.
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ty,”^ and ”The Individual and His Society*^^ v:ould probably in- i
dicate significant needs in our society. Studies based on acti-i
vity analysis such as Leliman's^ which deals v/ith play activities
of persons of different ages and Bobbit^s^ list of the activi-
ties of people in modern society might also suggest needs that
may be of significance to the investigator.
Making one^s oim studies of the activities and problems of
people in the community . To supplement the reports of studies
of activities and problems in our society it is helpful to
make a more specific stud3 '- of one^s own communit^r. This vrill
reveal types of problems and needs v:hich may not necessarily
be characteristic of Araericeji civilisation, but may be very
significant needs for the particular pupils in one^s ovm school.
In order for the teacher to get a maximum amount of in-
formation and understanding of the community in a minimum am-
ount of time, the following outline indica.tes the kind of in-
formation to be collected and methods which may help.
1, Composition of the population (age and sex, nationality
and racial groups, marital and occupational status, size of
;
families etc,). Census reports, state reports, city a.nd tovv-n
reports.
IlTTT './arner and P. Lujit, Social Life of a Modern Communi -
ty , Yale University Press, Nevj Haven, 1941, 460 pp. !
^A. Kardimer. The Individual and His Society
.
Columbia
University Press, New York, l93^, 503 PP.
^H. C. Leliman and P, A. Witty, op, cit ., 242 pp.
^F, Bobbit, Curriculum in Modern Education
.
McGraw Hill
Book Company, Nev; York,

2o Birth and death rates. Reports of the local health
departraent, city and town reports.
3. Accidents (nurriber, cause, and severity). Records of
the police department and hospital records.
4. Illness (incidence, cause, age, sex). Local depart-
ment of health, school attendance records, hospital records,
visiting nurse agency.
5. Impairments (age and sex, kind and duration). School
records, social v;elfare agencies, local health department.
6. Social maladjustments (delinquency, vandalism etc.).
Local police and other department records.
7. Educational records. Absences, retardations, fail-
ures, behavior problems, drop-outs, transfers.
The physical resources for recreation. Observation.
9. Typical recreation patterns of the community. Ob-
servation j nevjspapers; conversation vdth teachers, parents,
and children.
10. Places v/here 3^outh congregate. Observation; conversa-
tion with pupils, teachers, and parents.
11. Recreational and cultural opportunities. Observation;
conversation with pupils, teachers, and parents.
12. Evaluation of existing recreation programs. Observa-
tion; conversation with teachers, parents, recreation leaders,
and pupils.
13. Leisure time agencies and youth organizations. Ob-
servation; conversation v/ith pupils, teachers, parents, and
I:
f
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recreation leaders.
14. Quantity and quality of pupils’ participation in
! neighborhood and cormnunity affairs. Surve3'' questionnaire, ob-
servation, intervievrs.
15 . Histor^r of the community. Library; conversation vrith
teachers, parents, and children.
16 . Good and undesirable influences in the community. Ob-
servation; conversation with teachers, oarents, and pupils.
17. Prescence of social classes and distinctions. Ob-
servation; conversation with teachers, parents, and pupils.
1&\ Sources of community pride. Observation; conversation
,
vrith teacher, parents, and pupils.
I The information that is obtained should give a better
‘ understanding of the effects that environmental factors out-
side the school have on the children. Steps cou2d then be
undertaken to m.ake needed changes or improvements in the school
and community for the welfare of the children.
Exploring the ideas of teachers regarding pupil needs .
The ideas of teachers could provide an available source for
obtaining statements of possible needs of pupils. In obtain-
ing ideas from teachers it could be helpful to use some form
of classification sharts that might help to suggest t 3fpes of
needs which might not occur to them without such suggestions.
One might then ask, ’’Ifnat are the needs of the pupils in this
school in the area of hes.lth? What are the needs of the pupils
in the area of recreation? vThat are the needs of the pupils
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in the area of personality'' development?*' This classification
vjould help to suggest many needs that might not be thought of
v;ithout it. There are other schemes of classification that
might be used. Still another scheme of classification involves
asking teachers, ”ViJhat they think the ohysical education field
can contribute to the needs of the pupils?" 1/hether any of
these methods are used or not, informal conversation v/ith the
teachers in regard to pupil needs can contribute to the list
of needs. Another technique might involve asking the teachers,
"I'Jhat are the important problems that need to be taken care of
in regard to the physical education program?" These techniques
should help bring to light the ideas of teachers in the school
regarding needs of pupils related to the field of physical
education.
It is, of course, true that no individual teacher nor
groups of teachers are likely to think of all the needs of the
pupils in the school relating to physical education. Hov/ever,
since they have been living with young people, observing them,
v/orking v.dth them, thinking about them, tes.chers are likely to
be a fruitful source for obtaining SLiggestions as to possible
needs
.
Ex'oloring the ideas of puoils themselves regarding their
needs. Another source for a comprehensive list of needs is the
pupil. Although he may be unaware of some of his important
needs, he is conscious of many of his needs and can helpfully'-
supplement any list that is being drai-n up. In obtaining needs
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from the ideas of puoils it is a;3ain hel'-'fial to use 3o:..e form
of classification Vjiiich tends to indicate possible types of
needs uiiich pupils might othervn.se forget. In place of ask-
ing the pupils, ”'.7hat are your needs?” it vy'ould probabl3/‘ be
better to ask such specific opaestions as, the follov/in": ”I 7hat
do you want to get out of this years urogram? Ifnat vrould you
vrant to be able to do that 3'ou can’t do nov7? I7hat are your
problems in the physical education program? 'ihat don’t 3"ou
like about the physical education program? I'Jhat vjould 3/-ou
like to have added to the program? \7hat vrould you like to
have omitted from the program?”
V/lien information concerning needs is obtained in this
manner, the teacher must be av^are of the limitations of in-
sincerity and inadequacy of expression. To counteract these
factors it may be of help to obtain information through casual
conversation v/ith individual pupils and small groups of pupils
in vjhich they are led to do most of the talking.
Exploring the ideas of parents and la;^/Tnen regarding nuoil
needs * Parents and laymen should be able to supplement the
ideas of teachers and pupils in helping to obtain a comprehen-
sive list in regard to the possible needs of pupils. Some
difficulty \rould probably be involved in giving them some
understanding of vfhat vjas expected. To obtain information re-
garding the needs of pupils several techniques would probably
have to be employed. Some of these are: informal conversation
discussions at parent-teachers meetings, check lists, and

questionnaires
A V7ell organized plan carried out properly might well prove
to be valuable not only in obtaining information concerning
pupil needs but in helping to promote parent-school cooperation
in a democratic viay*
Such a plan might involve obtaining information concerning
criticisms, problems, and suggestions from the parents and lay-
men in regard to the physical education program.
Summary , By using all of these suggested sources it is
possible for the ph^'^sical education teacher, who is tiying to
determine the needs of his pupils, to obtain a rather comprehen-
sive list of possible pupil needs. These sources vdll yield
needs in a variety of forms. Some might be stated in terras of
activities v;hich people need to carry on effectively, as for
example, the need ”to sv;im properly,” Others will be stated
in terns of the purpose of an activity as, for examicle, the
need for ^physical health.” Others might be stated in terms of
problems involved in achieving purposes as, for example, the
j
need ”to eliminate safety hazards in the school,” Still others
may be stated in terms of values or characteristics desired in
people, for example, the need for ”self assurance,” iJhen these
|
needs are analyzed later for their possible value, these dif-
ferent forms of needs should not be a serious handicap for the
different forms of statements can be related.
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CHAPTER V
II-IPLICATI0N3 FOR THE PHYSICAL EDUCATION TEACHER
It is the underlying purpose of the writer in this chapter
(1) to shov7 the relationship betv/een learning and felt needs,
( 2 ) to point out some procedures for meeting needs, (3) to sum-
marize the report and indicate conclusions, and (4) to enumerate
possible areas for needed research.
Learning in Relation to Felt Need . Lee^ states that:
“Learning is facilitated when the material satisfies a con-
scious need or purpose of the learner.” This statement is cor-
roborated by the results of an experimental investigation by
o
Rodgers v/ho found that practicing game techniques in relation
to a felt need produced greater achievement in results than the
tvro other methods of teaching used. In addition, Lee^ mentions
that: “Experiences should meet the needs of the learner, or
there is no justification for them,” These facts imply that
learning activities which take pupils needs into account should
be provided by the school in order to promote effective learn-
ing.
This would necessitate recognition of the needs of the
m. Lee, op. cit
., p. 142.
p
E. G. Rodgers, An Experimental Investigation of the Teach-,
ing of Team Games
,
Teachers CJollege Contribution to Education,
Series No. 6<^0, Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, ’
Columbia University, New York, 1936, 65 pp«
^J. M. Lee, op. cit
., p. l69.
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child by the physical educator and also by the child himself.
It is necessary that the child recognize his needs, for as
Lee^ postulates: ”¥hen pupils feel the need for kno\\'ing cer-
tain facts or acquiring certain abilities, not only is the
learning much more effective but much more rapid as v/ell,”
Therefore, the physical education teacher should plan the
presentation of activities to meet the recognized needs of his
pupils and help pupils to become av/are of their needs for acti-
vities selected as important as a result of other criteria.
Procedures for meeting Needs , The folloiving procedures
are recommended for meeting the needs of junior high school
boys vrhich have implications for the physical education teacher:
1, Provide effective school health service, such as exam-
inations to determine health status and follow-up to secure
treatment of defects for all pupils,
2, Provide an effective program of physical education
which develops desirable physical fitness, social behavior
traits, attitudes, and skills needed by pupils to meet the
duties of citizenship in a democracy. Some important factors
to consider in regard to such a program are pointed out b3^
Irvjin^ in the folloi.dng summary:
1, The junior high school period should be one of pro-
longed exploration and experimentation.
2. The activities should be selected from, a physiological
and anatomical point of vie;-;, and, if necessary, modi-
fied in order not to overtax the endurance through in-
tensive comoetition,
^Ibid o
, p. 142.
^L, Irv:in, on, cit ., p. 133*
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3. The curriculum should be arranged to take advantage of
'|
racial and cultural backgrounds as well as present
|
interests.
4. Ample physical activity should be provided for students
of this age through daily class periods and out-of-
school activities.
5. The greatest emphasis should be on modified team gajnes
and iead-up games, especially at the lower level of
the junior high school. Emphasis should be placed also
on some activities having a carry-over value.
j
6. The curriculum should be flexible in order to nrovide
a in.de range of activities for the many interests and
needs of the students ij-ith some provisions for punils
to select certain activities in v;hich they may have an
interest.
7. Social dancing and a limited amount of folk dancing
should be available for the boys.
S. Opportunities for coeducational participation should be
provided in certain carefully selected activities. Thai
activities should be offered to the boys and girls
after the fundamental skills have been learned in the
daily class periods. These coeducational activities
are usually best conducted in recreation periods.
9. The teachers in physical education for junior high
school students should be especially V7ell trained and
carefully selected. They should understand the parti-
cular and peculiar needs of the students, especially so
far as interests, capacities, and characteristics are
concerned. Teachers - of .the junior high school ph^^^si-
cal education classes should be naturally sympa.thetic
and patient.
3.
Develop curricula which vrill prepare pupils effective-
ly for participation in vjholesome recreation during the periods
of youth and adult life.
4. Develop effective recreation programs through tv/elve
months of the year. Cooperation of parents, teachers, and or-
ganizations outside the school would facilitate the development
of such programs.
5. Provide adequate facilities including equipment and
supplies to help meet the needs of the boys.
6. Provide an effective program of health and hygiene

v;hich offers guidance in the development of attitudes, habits,
and knowledge necessary for health living in order to enable
pupils to meet the problem of healthfuJL living.
7. Develop a policy for the systematic study of pupil
needs in order to reveal status and growth in the skills and
abilities needed for effective adjustment to life,
S. Provide a safe, sanitar^A, healthful school environ-
m.ent •
This brief outline of vjhat the writer considers important
factors in meeting the needs of junior high school boys v7ould
have to be expanded; however, it may serve to illustrate what
msuy be done to help meet pupils needs.
Summary and Conclusions . ' Although there is general agree-
ment among educators that the educational program of a sec-
ondar3^ school should be based upon the needs of youth, there
« appears to be much difference of opinion as to just what these
needs are and v:hat they imply for the curriculum. Virtually
any list of needs is a reflection of the orientation or phil-
osophy of the proponent. Since, hov/ever, the commonly proposed
needs of youth represent a wide variet 3^ of usages of the term
need and suggest different courses of action on the oart of
the school, it v/as necessary'’ to discuss some of the commonl^^
accepted meanings of the term need. The following concepts
\iere discussed:
Needs grovdng out of the demands of culture
1. Life demands
Xd- < f
'
'4i 'VV' (.
r, /V /? •; >T. -1 nioXc'O'ir.
-jiM: od* el:
2. Broad objectives
3. Lacks or shortcomings
Needs grovang out of the demands of the organism
1. Fundamental urges or drives
2 . V/ants
3. Goods and services
Follov/ing the discussion of the different concents of
needs the terms commonly used synonomously udth and in relation
to needs v;ere explained. The terms drives and urges could be
used synonomously vdth the term needs, vdiile the term purpose
could only be used in relation to a conscious need vrhich the
individual is trying to satisfy. Technically, interests and
needs do not have the same meaning; hov/ever, it is clear that
interests are related to needs, and the interests of an indivi-
dual may be indicative of certain needs. Wants and desires
are terms that can be used synonomously vTith needs for they
are supposed to arise out of the fundamental urges or drives
of the individual. Felt needs are concerned with any need of
which the individual is conscious. Student needs have to do
i’ with what someone infers that a student ought to acquire, do,
be
,
epc .
.
The definition of terms was followed b3^ a discussion which
showed the agreement that existed in regard to behavior as
being caused hj needs of the individual. This implied that an
understanding of thebehavior of an individual could be facili-
tated by a study of his needs.

A reviev7 of reports of studies, oroblenis, and suimnaries
concerned vrith needs of children was presented (1) to illus-
trate the divergent concepts and meanings for which the term
need is frequently employed, (2) to provide an overview: of the
literature on the subject, (3) to illustrate some of the tech-
niques used to gather information, and (4) to investigate the
adequacy of the different methods of approach emplojred in the
studies reported.
From the review of literature it appears that determina-
tion of the needs of children is a comolex and varied oroblem,
and an overview of the various conclusions reported is likely
to be more confusing than informing; therefore, the different
approaches and resultant differences in conclusions were
examined.
The inferential or rational approach, based on reflection
regarding one’s experiences v;ith youth lacks objectivity and
so is subject to the influences of the background of the x^jritcr,
his interest, and purpose; however, it has the advantage of
avoiding the misinterpretations which may be placed on a mass
of statistical data, and it allows analysis in the light of the
broad background of an expert.
The quantitative approach is foujid most frequently in
studies of personal adjustment problems, interests, and other
concerns of children. The different results obtained usuall^^
depend on the instruments used and the setting of the state-
ments by the writer.
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The statements of needs formulated by grouos have some
advantage over statements of needs by individuals in that some
of the limitations of individual training, experience
,
insight,
and adjustment are offset by group judgement; however, the
value of the statements of needs formulated by a group or an
individual would depend on the members of the group and on the
individual.
Following the reviev/ of literature, reasons for, limita-
tions of, and possible bases in regard to classifications of
needs were discussed. Some reasons for classifying needs are:
(1) to have some vjay of talking about them and describing them;
(2) to facilitate the study of the behavior of individuals; and
(3) in the case of large lists of needs, some scheme of classi-
fication is essential in order to locate duplicate statements
and to get a clearer idea of their relative importance. Some
limitations to consider in classifications of needs are: (1)
needs are abstractions for descriptive purposes and do not
exist in isolation, (2) special purpose of the classification,
(3) background and interest of the vrriter, (4) method of ob-
taining the list of needs, and (5) limitations expressed by the
v/riter. Some possible bases for classifications of needs are:
(1) on the basis of types of major activities involved, (2) the
major purposes of the activities, (3) basic relationships of
living, (4) the areas of experience in which activities or
needs arise, and (5) the t^^’pes of problems met by boys. It vras
suggested that for curriculum purposes, organizations around
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major pupil purposes or around important puoil problems are
likely to be the most promising methods as central schemes of
classification supplemented b3r other methods.
45
t After discussing the limitations of classifications of
needs and bases for classif^^ing needs, factors to consider in
the proposed classification were discussed. The purposes of
the classification are: (1) to combine some of the results of
previous studies of student needs under three major purposes of
ph^/sical education experiences, health and organic vigor, rec-
reation, and personality development; (2) to serve as the
foundation for the organized study of student needs; and (3) to
help teachers see the children's needs in relation to vrhat they
do to meet them in a physical education program.
The needs peculiar to the pre-adolescent and adolescent as
a result of their development and characteristics were taken
into consideration in a summary preceding the classification.
Reports used as the source of the classification were in-
dicated specifically under each of the three headings of the
classification.
Limitations of the proposed classification are as follows:
(1) it is a secondary source, a summary of other peoples’
studies; (2) some statements have been reproduced v/ithout their
full originavl content and as a result some distortion and am-
biguity may be present; and (3) there is some overlapping of
statements vathiii the different categories,
FollovTing the classification of needs procedures for de-
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termining needs were discussed under t\ro headings: (l) de-
termining the needs of the individual, and (2) determining
needs of the group.
Procedures suggested as valuable for determining needs of
the individual were: (1) using an outline of needs to aid in
understanding behavior; (2) making use of the results of med-
ical exams, (3) using physical education tests and measurements,
(4) analysis of oersonal adjustment needs, (5) analysis of
social adjustment needs, and (6) anal3^sis of recreation needs.
Procedures suggested as valuable for determining the needs
of the group were: (1) making use of the reports of studies of
young people, (2) making one^s o\\ti studies of young people, (3)
making use of the reports of studies of the activities and
problems of people in our society, (4) making one’s oun studies
of the activities and problems of people in the community, (5)
exploring the ideas of teachers regarding pupil needs, and (6)
exploring the ideas of pupils themselves regarding their needs.
In the last chapter a discussion of learning in relation
to felt need revealed that learning v/as much more rapid and
effective when pupils feel the need for knov/ing certain facts or
acquiring certain abilities.
Suggestions were then given for meeting needs. The3^ had
to do vjith the facts that needs are met through attention to
(1) environment, (2) organization, (3) curriculum, and (4) sys-
tematic child study.
In regard to the areas of needed research following this
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summary, it is the v;riter’s contention that 'oerhaos the most
fruitful area of research might be the development of suitable
techniques for studying needs of children.
Conclusions and implications in regard to the needs con-
cept have been mentioned throughout the report and in the sum-
mary; hovrever, it should be emphasized again that the needs
concept can be used in education for the follov.dng purposes:
(1) to help teachers understand children, (2) to help children
understand themselves, (3) to facilitate learning, (4) to help
reorganize the curriculum, (5) to help in evaluation, (6) to
help children help themselves, and (7) to aid the teachers in
guiding children tov;ard more effective living in a democracy.
Needed Research . Some problems that came to the writer’s
attention that should prove to be valuable fields for future
researches are as follows;
1. v/hat are the peculiar needs of children at various
levels of development from the standpoint of the physical educa
tion teacher?
2. Investigation of the needs of children v;-ith particular
reference to their effectiveness as focal points for instruc-
tion.
3. How do children at various developmental levels spend
their leisure time?
4. vJhat relation is there betv;een problems and interests?
Are students interested in the same things they are concerned
about? Can one predict interests from problems or problems
.
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from interests?
,
5. Development of suitable techniques for studying needs
of children.
The knov/ledge that could be gained from the adequate solu-
tion of the foregoing problems could be of great value in helo- '
ing the physical education teacher to understand and guide
j|
children toward more effective living in a democracy. ij
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